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N uclear A w areness M eeting
“ W hat A b ou t The R ussians?’
by Karen Boucher
Thursday evening February 27,
the Providence College Nuclear
Awareness Group held a meeting
entitled “ W hat About the Rus
sians?” Ldckland Farrow M d., an
member o f the Physicians for
Social Responsibility,, was the
speaker o f the evening
Physicians for Social Respon
sibility is a . United States group
which belongs to a worldwide
organization called International Physicians for P revention o f
Nuclear W ar (IPPNW). Forty cen
turies and one hundred-forty thou
sand men and women m ake-up
IPPNW and their main purpose is
to try to assure human survival.
Dr. Farrow spent a large part o f
the m eeting discussing the.
American’s view o f the Russians
and the Russians-’ :.'view o f the
Americansv He pointed .out that
many-aitiludes of the two countries
the same an drm any -tim es.
unfounded.
The rest of the m eeting'w as
spend, discussing:a current/fltrcle'aY ’
weapons test banln R t i ^ i ^ M f f h ,,
ncial'policyofevery U.SePfeSide'flt"
up to 1980 was to support a com
plete nuclear weapons test ban. Ac
cording to'D r. Fafrow, on August
ertded-ali tests on nuclear weapons
ih Russia. They Said the test band
would last forever if the United
Staes would-st'op testing weapons,
too. On December 31, the United
States exploded 6 more warheads.
In January, Russia said they would
still not test weapons if the United
States would join them. The United
States government refused to have
a test ban, because they said it was
propoganda and that there was no
means of verification which is the
main goal o f a test ban.
The moratorium $nds March 31,
1986. According to Farrow there is
a way to verify if nuclear weapons
are being tested, and the Russians
have kept their word and have real
ly not tested any weapons since
A ugust. D r. Farrow urged
everyone at the meeting to inform
their friends o f the situations and
to let their congressmen! know
their feelings on the issue. He also
suggested calling President Reagan
and Vice-President Bush to let
them know that people care.
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Sues the College In Hopes of
Receiving a Diplom a At G raduation in
May
by .liilie Nurko
A studsni who has beeij attending classes at PC since
September 1982- is presently involved with the college in a legal
battle over whether she will receive a-diploma in May of this
t ° r<|n J iS tag itta has been attending classes since, after the
sprm j g jie s te r o f 1983 when she was formally dismissed for
nonpayment; o f tuition.
C h e r ’s financial difficulties in the midst o f Sanyear- ,he ““ islanding tuition bill had reaehf . f t > by May 983, and the ^ evere“ d John S. Peterson
C0: S ? W ay ' r sent her a letter o f dismissal from PC
’
-Sanasata never received the letter. Her father in.
M t g M f e f l suggesfed that she request that her professors
* g e r jo attend class while he worked to straighten out his
:. fjmpjcjal m eters.
,
■
!,,uati° ” did "M-improve and San. tagftfci continued afteffding'.clause,s for 2 '4 years. Most pro. % ?0 rs a 8reed to list her narhe on their class rosters after she
jfrd stated that* her financial problems were in?tire process of
being remedied;
'
Santagata received grades for courses she had attended by
giving teachers self-addressed, stamped envelopes.
Santagatas have asked the supreme court to allow their
' i |v U®hter: ‘°.graduate on the condition that the bill is payed
/
M » 1-986. With their house as security, (hey have offered

f

P C -a promissory note for $22,000.

The college has countersued for $25,000 and refuses to accept the house as security. Since all attempts at negotiations
to solve the problenj have been unsuccessful, the matter will
be decided by supreme court. Santagata has received permis
sion to remain in school until Superior Court Judge Paul P
Pedeizani Jr. rules on the-case.

During his lecture, Dr. Lachlah Farrow M D . advocated a total ban '
on all nuclear testing. (Photo by Carl Smigileski)
- --------------- --------V- : i
I .
O n M arch 22 a t 1:00, in
downtown Providence, there will
be-a gathering o f people to en
courage the United States govern
ment to declare a test ban on ail
nu clear w eapons. Senators,
.representatives^ and the governor
'yill hopefully be there'. Everyone
by Rob McGehee
dese.xualizes and deintellectualizes
is invited to come and to bring ban
women as human beings.” The
ners and petitions and friends.
editorial had other quotes like “ I
On M onday, February 24 a half
This meeting is one o f a conti
was raped by a Brown football
page
advertisement
appeared
in
the
nuing series that the PC Nuclear
player who decorates his walls with .
Brown Daily Herald, containing
Awareness Group is presenting.
Playboy centerfolds.” and other
bold faced letters which read “ Ivy
There will be meetings the next
stories o f rape and incest.
League Women: Playboy wants
three Thursdays in March. This
you!”
This
ad
has
appeared
in
Another group called the Sarah
Thursday March 6, the topic will
several Ivy League newspapers
Doyle Women’s Center is also
be the Medical Effects o f Nuclear
throughout the country calling for
against the printing o f Playboy’s
War.
“ a whole new generation o f
ad. Beth Zwick, coordinator of the
A m erica’s sm artest, sexiest
center said, "Playboy is really sell
women” for Playboy Magazine’s
1985 Women o f the Ivy League
issue. The ad has stunned up a lot
o f controversy am ong Brown
Retinal Arcade, a band made up o f 3 PC students and a PC
students and some o f its women’s
grad, will warm up for NRBQ Friday night. See page 14 fpr
rights organizations.
an interview.
Several news articles and
“ After finally cutting through all
editorials have been appearing in
the red tape, we are very exicted
the Herald which both protest and
about bringing this band to Pro
defend Playboy’s ad and its right
The Fine Arts Committee ofvidence College," said Class of
to be printed. One o f the strongest
1987 Vice President John Cervione,
in voicing their opinion has been a
BOP is sponsoring a dinner
after announcing the Friday,
group o f Brown women who call
theatre on March 20. Turn to
March 7 concert by NRBQ.
themselves the Rape and Incest
page 10 for details.
Survivors group.
NRBQ is a Columbia Records
band that is credited with being
An editoriafappeared Iasi week
New England’s and the New York
from this group which contained
tri-state, areas number one party
protests from several o f its
The men’s basketball team travels to Madison Square Garden
band. The Miller Brewing Com
members who were outraged that
to participate in the Big East Tournament this week. The Friars
pany has also agreed to co-sponsor
the Herald agreed to print the ad.
take on Villanova Thursday night. See page 20.
the event.
They stated th a t P layboy
The concert will take place in up
‘‘perpetuates, depersonalizes.

Playboy Looks for Ivy League Women
Amid Protest at Brown

INSIDE
Retinal Arcade:

Dinner Theatre:

Men’s Hoop Team:

ing reassurance to men that women
are fundamentally sexual objects.”
The group also protested when
Playboy came to Brown in 1979
looking fpr models for their “ Girls
o f the Ivy League.” issue.
Other students have, o f course,
protested that the Herald should
have the freedom to print and
advertise what it feels is worthy to
See PL A YBOY, pg. 2

NRBQ in Concert This Saturday
Night in All of Upper Slavin
per Slavin and ’64 Hail. The
number o f tickets will be limited.
Cervione stated "this concert will
definitely sell out, so we have to be
very strict about limiting the
number o f tickets available.” In
response to a question o f over
crowding, Cervione responded
“ This won’t be another Otis Day
concert.”
Tickets went on sale Monday,
March 2 in the Congress office.
Tickets are $6. Doors open at 7 pm.
A DJ and the band Retinal Arcade
will be the warm up for NRBQ.
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Class Notes:
Class of ’87
Cheers R estaurant is still runn ‘ Important* NRBQ is in concert
ing its Sat. and Sun. all you can eat this Fri. March 7 in ’64 Hall.
pancake special for $2.
Tickets are limited and we would
Everyone who worked Las Vegas like to fill the concert with as many
Nite should be receiving an invita Class o f 87 members as we can, so
tion for the workers’ dinner. The buy your tickets early!
dinner will be Mon., March 10 in
A special thank you to the entire
’64 Hall.
class for your continued support
C o n g ra tu la tio n s to Mike and enthusiasm for our events.
Ebhandt for landing a successful Remember, the more you support
program for the class, with the Frat our events, the lower we can keep
House on Smith St. The class is the Commencement bid price. So,
planning another event there on keep up the good work!
March 13.

Frank Santos Returns
The Junior class has announced
this week the return o f Frank San
tos to Providence College on this
Thursday, March 6, for two shows
' ’64 Hall.
A- class o f 1987 press release
stated ‘‘Due to the overwhelming
success o f Frank Santos’ first visit,
the class o f 1987 has decided to.
bring him back for two more

Santos peformed at PC on Oc
tober before two $old out houses in
’64 Hall, Because of the response,
many had to be turned away from
the standing room only crowd.
Tickets went on sale Tues.,
March 4, in the Congress office.
Tickets will be $3 in advance and
$4 at the door.

Campus Notes:
Clubs & Orgs: Reminder to all
club Presidents that election o f of
ficers for the 1986-1987 school year
must take place before Spring
Break 1986.
Pastoral Council
‘TheWinner o f the $250 gift cer
tificate to Alpine Ski & Sports was
Tom Rolfs from the class o f 1988.
•Spring' is almost here and it is a
great time to enjoy the outdoors!!
Take a chance in .lower Slavin on
a new bike. The Pastoral. Council
will be running a; Bike Raffle:
March' 10‘thru March 17. The bike
will be from DJ Handlebars and
the proceeds will benefit Special
Olympics!

Art Club: '
‘ Model Drawing every Wednesday
night from 6:30-9:30 p.m.
•Club meeting every other Thurs
day, next meeting March 13 at 7:00
p.m. in the Art Building.
‘ Video Contest: submit yo.ur 30
sec-2 minute sketch foi\a potential
video to Seamus McGovern Box
2458. Deadline April 7-you could
be on LettermanH!
‘ Springtime in New York—an
April Trip after Spfingbreak, Com
mencement Shopping...Details to
follow.
.‘ Art show March 24 & 25, drop off
your pieces in the Art o ffice-all
welcome!!! Deadline March 21!!

CANCER
CAN BE BEAT.

American
Cancer Society
THISSPACECONTRIBUTEDASAPUBUCSB

Finnegan
Awarded
Scholarship'
Cindy E Finnegan, daughter of
Mr. and MrS. Frederick J Fin
negan, Jr., o f 55 C rawford Street,
Cranston, has received a $500
scholarship from the Rhode Island
Society o f Public Accountants and
was one o f three winners.of a $1000
scholarship from the Howard
Green New England Graduate Ac
counting Study Conference.
A senior majoring in accounting,
Miss Finnegan has been named to
the National Dean’s List for four
consecutive years, and was chosen
as one o f 52 graduates at PC for
inclusion in W ho’s W ho Among
Students in American Universities
and Colleges. She is A member of
the college’s President’s Commit
tee on Studies and of the Accoun
ting Club.

Jr. Class
President
Announces
Association
Class o f 1987 President Matt
Adams, announced this week his
class’ newest association, with the
Frat House on Smith Street on
Providence.
A ccording to Adams,’ the
association will consist o f custom
made PC promotions, such as Par
ity 'N ig h ts , Dahce Nights, Beach
Parties, and other theme nights.
Adams said his class wilj secure the
erttire facility which consists of two
. floors.
e: ■
‘ ■The students o f PC need
i something new, and I think we’re
.. found it,” stated Adams. H e con
tinued, “ thanks. to the efforts of
\..Glass . ojf 1987 member \M ike
[.lEbhartjtLiWe .have /.been -ablg. to
^secureC ftis program wJjfjfptf is
’^basically ah outgrowth .o f our
j; Community Reach Program begur

^jftj^nuary\

y -: *

X Wie CR P is, on Adorns wprds,
‘“ designed to provide PC students
V ith -quality products <atf' a low
price.’”
f -.
V ■
Current associations with the
class o f the CRP now include
Cheers Restaurant on Admiral
Street and the Frat House.
Adams concluded by.saying that
his class is working on plans for
another event at the Frat House for
March 13

Students Raise Funds to Help
Cure For Multiple Sclerosis
by Kathy Busher
Multiple Sclerosis is a disease
that usually strikes people between
the ages o f 18 and 34. College
students fall into this bracket, and
for this reason, the Multiple
Sclerosis Society decided it would
be a good idea to start student
groups that could raise money to
help find a cure.
- Last year, organizations were
set-up in several colleges in the
Midwest, and they attempted
various fund raisers. Due to their
success, the society contacted and
asked 140 schools across the coun
try to form groups.
Providence College was selected,
and Fr. McMahon was contacted
over the summer. He accepted the
in v itatio n , an d the g ro u p ’s
chairperson—Bob O ’Connell was

by Jennifer McGee
The Intramural Athletic Board
will be holding Supersports next
weekend.
The BOP is selling tickets to the
Big East Basketball Tournament.
$15 includes round-frip transporta
tion and tickets.

Congress
News
The Commuter Board is still ac
cepting reservations for Spring
Break trips. Full payment must be
given.
Resident Board President Pat
Sears announced the following
Blind Date Ball dates: Raymond,
Guzman, Stephen and Joseph on
March 7; Aquinas on March 14;
McVinney on March 7,1.
’86 P r^id en t DiailejAlciati a n 
★ PL A Y B O Y fro m pg. 1
be in the papef. Students have
defended Playboy and its right to
freedom o f the press, also stating
th a t Playboy is not the type of
magazine that promotes what the
women’s groups are against.
A member o f the Herald said
that one more ad o f Playboy’s
search for Ivy. League women will
appear in the Herald telling the in
terview date and location at Brown
for candidates.

chosen. Bob went to Florida for an
orientation, a nd returned with the
mission to form a committee.
S tudents A gainst M ultiple
Sclerosis (SAMS) is not a club with
members, but rather an executive
bo ard th a t is sup p o rted by
students. PC ’s group consists of:
Bob O ’C onnell—C hairperson,
Kendra Bogosian—Vice Chairper
son, Deidre Crowley—Chairperson
for E ducation, Jim Lange—
Business Solicitations, K athy
M cA reaby— S ecretary
and
Treasurer, Monique D ufour—
Public Relations and Publicity, and
C arolyn G rim aldi and Kara
Lovering—Recruitment.
At the orientation, it was decid
ed that three major fund-raising
events would be held to give SAMS
magnitude. The three events were
See FUND R A ISE R , pg. 3

nounced the following date-March
22-Senior Rat-a free beer ticket will
be given for every job rejection let
ter presented. Commencement Bids
will go on sale the week o f April. 21.
This Thursday, March 6, the
class o f ’87 will be sponsoring
Frank Santos, the R-rated hyp
notist. March 7 NRBQ will be live
in concert in ’64 Hall. Tickets are
$6 .

• Models for this issue will receive'
$100 to $500, depending on the.
degree o f nudity they agree to.
They are asked to send in two 35 •
millimeter snapshots of themselves^
in a two piece bathing suit. They
must be at least 18 years old. and
‘'b e attending an Ivy League school
on; a full or part time basis,
S q fijf a! least 15 Brown .wom^n
have expressed interest. A recep
tionist at Playboy who answers the
number given in the ad stated that
maqy students from all over the
‘ country keep the phone ringing.
Some Ivy League schools have
refused to run the ad but all of the
decisions not to do so have been
made by their editorial boards and
no t.th e administration of these
schools. In any event. Playboy’s
representatives and the women ap
plying to model for the issue will
most likely meet protest when in
terview time rolls around at Brown.

? ? ?

The
Colonel’s
Corner

INTERESTED IN LIVING ON CAMPUS
SEPTEMBER 1986

lfso'thenyoumustcom,,,etethese**,reestePs;

O pen

1. Get all your b ills paid for the academic year, at the
Treasurer’s Office. This includes all fines due to the
Residence Office, Security Office, Library, etc.

Friday and Saturday
11 p .m . - 3 a.m.

2 . Complete the pink slip deposit form, accompanied by
the $ 1 5 0 .0 0 deposit and deliver to Treasurer’s Office.
3. Complete #1 and #2 above before 4 :0 0 P.M. on Friday
14 March. Beyond that hour deposits will be returned to the

Ping Pong - Pool - Video Games
Food and Movies
____

student.

^g
This announcement will not be mailed to your home address.
You must attend to this business yourself.

u . U f . .

.
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NEWS----- ----Lecture
by Former
Congressmen
in ’64 Hall

Why would Jim M ahn, John McCarthy, Jack DeFares, Daoiel Finnegan
.' .
. ,

and P :J*TaH** drive 17Vj ho“ rs ,0 * * Ace? And how did Johri McCar'
thy get that Denison sweatshirt.

Researchers Find (hat Cigarettes Might.Have Large Amounts of Radiation
Cigarette packages already carry
“ radiation alone coul account for
several warnings about the health
about half o f all lung cancers in
hazards from smoking. If new • smokers.”
research • proves conclusive there
Scientists have traced radiation
in cigarettes to the fields where
might be need for one more—
tobacco is grown. For many
“ Warning: radiation |n cigarettes
can lead to cancer.”
decades, farmers have fertilized
A ccording to th e M arch • tobacco crops with phosphates rich
in uranium. By decay, this uranium
Reader’s Digest, cigarettes contain
generates radium-226, which' in
so much radioactivity that a packturn spawns radon-222, and even
and-a-half-per-day smoker gets a
yearly dose o f radiation in parts of
tually lead-210 and polonium-210.
his lungs equal to what his skin
Tobacco plants readily absorb
would be exposed to in about 300
radioactive elements from the fer
chest X-rays.
tilizer and from naturally occuring
sources in the soil, air and.water.
Although the experts are not sure
o f the full extent of the health risks,
Ultimately the radiation is inhal
Dr. Joseph R. DiFranza o f the
ed deep inside a smoker’s lungs. As
U niv ersity o f M assach u setts
as smoker consumes cigarette after
M edical C enter believes th at
cigarette, insoluble particles incor

porating radioactive isototpes may
be deposited at the same points in
the lungs.
A ccording to E dw ard A.
M artell,
a
specialist
in
radiochemistry at the National
Center for Atmospheric Research,
these points become “ hot spots” ofradioactivity. Martell believes it is
no coincidence that most lung
cancers begin at these branch
points where radioactive debris
gathers.
Unfortunately it is not just
smokers alone who are at risk from
radiation jn cigarettes. Reader’s
Digest reports that at least 50 per
cent o f the .radioactive isotopes
from cigarette smoke wind up in
the air, and a smaller percentage of
this and other elements in the

Rape Crisis Center:

R ape Crisis Center Statistics
In 1985, The Rhqde Island Rape offender well and 23.5 percent
parking lot, on the street, beach,
Crisis Center received 998 reports knew the offender slightly. Only
market, doctor’s office, restaurant,
o f sexual assault representing a 18.7 percent had no previous
dentist’s office,"party, laundry mat,
14.8 percent increase over last year. knowledge o f the offender.
etc.
30.4 percent of reported rapes
The FBI estimates that only one in
The Rape Crisis Center also
.
occurred
in
the
victim’s
home;
15.4
ten rapes is reported to anyone.
documented 34 cases o f gang rape;
O f the 998 figure, 605 were cur percent in the rapist’s home; 15.2
119 cases o f incest; 12 marital rape
rent sexual assaults (assaults occur percent in the victim and rapist’s
cases; and 99 cases o f acquainhome; and 9.9 percent in a vehicle.
red in 1985) and 393 were prior sex
tance/date rape.
Other types o f locations include:
ual assaults (assault occurred prior
to 1985 with victim seeking services
Victim Services Provided: The following is based on the services pro
in 1985). The following data is
vided by RCC Counselor advocates, to victims of current and prior
computed based on current sexual
sexual assaults.
assaults only.
92.9 percent of reported cases in
Service Provided and the number of times
volved female victims; 7.1 percent
Met at both hospital and police station........................................ 37
were male victims.
Met at hospital only...........................................................................78
Figures indicate that 19.*, nercent
Met at the police station o n ly ...............
. 22
o f reported cases involved ci.Jdren
A cco m p an ied to c o u rt.............................................................................. 14
under the age o f 13. 22.8 percent
Met clscwhere/crisis intervention*....................................................3
were children aged 13 to 15 and 17
Telephone support...........................................................................529
percent were aged 16 to 18.
Inform ation........... ............................................................................ ISO
Statistics show that the majority of
R cfen al....................................................................
6
victims were raped by someone
. Foliow-up Services... ....................................................................351
known to them. 31.8 percent o f of
Anonymous Police Reports tiled....................................................II
fenders were relatives of the victim,
•th is d a ta w as collected fo r th e seco n d h a lf o f th e year only.
^ ^ e r g e n t^ fth ^ ic tim ^ a ie ^ h e

i-“ peace.Cdrps Volunteer'S are's
* viiig a larger cause, the cause of
• freedom arid the cause-- o f .
.peaceful w orld. .T hey are
demonstrating their interest in peo
ple who may live on the outside of
the globe, who may live in misery,
but who, because o f the presence
o f Peace Corps, live in hope.”
John F. Kennedy
smoke are inhaled by those around
the smoker.
Takeshi Hirayama o f the In
stitute o f Preventive Oncology ii
Tokyo studied records o f more
than 91,000 women and found that
non-sm oking wives o f heavy
smokers had more than double the
risk o f dying from lung cancer than
did the non-smoking wives o f nonsmokers.
> ★ FUND RAISER from pg. 2
to be a kick-off party, a heart of
rock and roll party .scheduled for
February 14, and a lip synch con
test, scheduled for February 28.
Many schools, including PC and
Brown, had problems with the
dates chosen.
PC’s lip synch contest has been
tentatively rescheduled for Friday,
March 21st. It has been decided
that anyone who raises money can
Students will pay $2-$3 at the
door to watch the contest and
receive two-three votes for theirfavorite act. The act that wins will
go to the regionals in which 14-16
schools from the New England area
will participate.
The winner o f the regionals will
go on to compete in the national
competition; which will be broad
cast on MTV.
The final winner will have a
guest spot on MTV.
The school out o f the 140 to raise
the jnost money to fight M.S. will
be visited by MTV next fall for a
concert.
Because certain schools have a
greater student population than
■ A m uaw w ai

PR O V ID EN C E,
R I—The
Reverend Robert F. Drinan, S .J.,
former congressman and now pro. fessor of iaw at Georgetown
U niverstiy Law C enter in
Washington, D.C., will lecture at
Providence College on Tuesday,
March 11, at 8pm, in ’64 Hall,
Slavin Center. The lecture,: which
is fr.ee and open to the public, is
under the aegis of the President’s
Forum on Culture and Values, a
distinguished speaker lecture series
PC inaugurated in 1983.
Father-Drinan’s visit, which will
focus on the topic o f religious
■freedom, is scheduled as part of
PC ’s celebration o f the 350th An
niversary o f the State of Rhode
Island.
A member o f the Georgetown
University Law facultu since 1981,
Father Drinan speeializws in inter
national human rights, constitu
tional law, civil liberties, legislation
and arms control. He is the author
o f numerous books, including God
and Ceasar an the Potomac: A
Pligrimage o f Conscience and
Beyond the Nuclear Frezze. He has
written for many professional jour
nals for the National Catholic
Reporter, and has lectured exten
sively throughout the country.
Before joirig the Georgetown
vfelculty, Father Drinan served,for
- ten yfea.rVaS a iherh^ef o f Congress
representing the 4th Congressional'
District o f Massachusetts. While
congressman, he was chairman of
the Subcommittee on Criminal
Justice o f the the Judiciary Com
mittee and a member o f the House
Committes on the Judiciary, Inter
nal Security, Gorvernment Opera
tions and the Select Committee on
Aging.
A native o f Boston, MA, Father
Drinan received both his B A . and
M .A. degrees from Boston Col
lege; LL.B. and LL.M . from
G eorgetow n U n iv erstiy ' Law
Center; and the S.T.D. degree
from Gregorian University in
Rome.
Ordained a Jesuit preist in 1953,
Father Drinan is a member o f the
D istrict
of
C olum bia,
Massachusetts and U.S. Supreme
Court Bar Associations.
others, it is obvious that they would
make more money on the three
fund raisers. Therefore, between
November 1 and March 1, the
schools were given permission to
hold as many o f their own fund
raisers as they wished.
In December, PC held a Dating
Game, which went over so well that
“ standing room only” tickets were
sold. They also held a Club Feud,
which proved to be a lot o f fun for
the eight clubs that participated,
but unfortunately did not make too
much money.
According to Kendra Bogosian,
she and the others have learned
many things and have formulated
various ideas for future SAMs
groups which they will share with
their regional director from New
York.
The events SAMS have held have
not cost the organization anything,
so every penny they have made has
gone straight to the Multiple
Sclerosis cause.
PC has raised several hundred
dollars, and although it may not be
as much as hoped nor that much
com pared to other schools,
everyone is happy fo r their
contribution.
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BUSINESS
BUSINESS NEWS SUMMARY
Week o f Feb. 25-March 2
Tuesday, February 25, 1986
♦If approved by the stockholders
and the Department o f Transpor
tation, Eastern Airlines will be
iaken over by Texas Air Corp.,
known as an anti-union company.
If Eastern is'acquired, Texas Air,
which is the owner o f Continental
Airlines and New York Air, will
become the largest airline in the
nation.
•M ajor New York banks, such as
Chase M anhattan and Manufac
turers Hanover Trust, have agreed
to restructure the Venezuelan debt
o f $21 billion, but are receiving
much opposition from regional
banks.
Wednesday, February 26, 1986 ,
•Hewlett-Packard Company o f
California plunged into the super
minicomputer market yesterday
with three computers equipped
with new untested technology.
•The Labor Department reported
a .3 percent increase in consumer
prices for January, the smallest rise
since September.
Thnrsday, February 27, 1986
•A n antitrust suit was filed in
Chicago accusing Coca-Cola Co.
and PepsiCo Inc. o f attempting to
monopolize the soft drink market,
and to restrict trade by acquiring
the Dr. Pepper Co. and the SevenUp C o., respectively.
•A possible Eastern flight atten
dants strike became evident yester
day after Eastern’s President,
Joseph Leonard, cut off talks with
the. attendants .moments after the
Texas Air Corp. agreed to buy the
failing airline.
•TWA and Piedmont Airlines are
aim ing their latest marketing
strategies o f increasing their
airline’s strength in the areas of
fare wars, mergers, and money
loss.

Friday, February 28, 1986
•Trans World Airlines announced
its merger agreement with Ozark
Airlines in what is the second
airline merger announced this
week, due to the attempts of
airlines to beat the low-cost com
petition brought about by the
deregulation of the airline industry.
•In answer to General Motors’
financing programs, both Ford
M otor Co. and Chrysler Corp. are
offering ati equal 9.9 percent finan
cing, but in both cases the offer ap
plies to a wider variety o f vehicles
than GM’s offer.
•The British Petroleum Co. remov
ed Standard Oil Co.’s president
and chairman yesterday due to a
loss o f confidence, replacing them
with a double-sized board of
director's-.
Saturday, March 1, 1986
•A fter avoiding the possible flight I
attendants strike yesterday, Easter
Airlines entered the fare wars with
a strong 75 percent in some prices.
♦Gasoline price wars, similar to
those o f the ’70’s, began coming
forth yesterday as the price per bar
rel o f U.S. oil dropped below $13.
•In an attempt to lower the 400
percent inflation in the country, the
government of Brazil has introduc
ed a new currency, curbed wage
hikes, and a strict price freeze with
a threat o f jail sentences for
offenders.
Sunday, March 2, 1986
•A combination o f businesses,
headed by General Electric, have
signed a contract for $250 o f power
equipment over a 25 year period
with Huapeng International Power
Development Corp. o f China.
•The large Latin American debt is
now causing threats to other areas
o f the U.S: economy and not just
the major banks.

THE KAPLAN CURRICULUM
FOR CAREER CLIMBERS:

LSAT, GMAT, MCAT,
ORE, DAT,
A d van ced M edical
B oards, TOEFL,
N ursing B oards,
NTH, C IA , Intro, to
Law, S p eed
R eading,
AND MORE
For nearfy 50 years, Stanley H, Kaplan has prepared
over 1 million students for admission and licensing tests.
- So before you take a test, ,prepare with the best. Kaplan.
A good score m ay help change ypur Hie.

IK A P I AW

SlANltYH. KATUNIDUOUIONMCWTaDn

151 W EYB O S SET S T ., PROVIDENCE, Rl 0 2 9 0 3
(4 01 ) 2 7 3 -6 6 3 0
"Taking a June exam?!? Enroll in Providence and
begin classes and g e t a free transfer form to use
the Stanley H. Kaplan Ed. Center nearest to
your hom e!"

A t Som e P oin t
W e A ll Lose!
The following is based on an inter
view Feb. 5, the day the fiscal 1987
federal budget was released, with
Dr. A . Dallas Martin, Jr., ex
ecutive director o f the Washingtonbased National Association o f Stu
dent Financial A id Administrators.
A leading national expert on stu
dent aid says if funding is cut to the
levels sought ih the President’s
budget or currently projected by
the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings law,
America will be in serious trouble.
If you cut o ff access to educa
tion, it’s like eating your seed
corn,” said Dr. A. Dallas Martin,
Jr., executive director o f the Na
tional Association o f Student
Financial Aid Administrators.
“ At some point we all lose.
You’ll have more people who are
unemployed, on pubjic assistance,
in prisons, io mental institutions.
Believe me, it’s cheaper with
education.”
Martin painted a picture o f the
future, a picture where the funding
cuts had occurred. He saw a higher
education system where only the
upper middle and wealthy classes
attended because those economical
ly below those levels could n ot af
ford it. He envisioned many jobs
in America going unfilled because
there
were
not
enough
educationally-qualified and skilled
workers to fill them. Arid, he saw
til? United States ^ufferliigtiri the
global economic battle. At home,
unemployment was up, productivi
ty was down, research and develop
ment were u n fu lfilled , and
America’s defense and social
welfare systems were declining. The
attendant cost to all was going up.
A very gloomy picture, indeed.
But Martin said this did not have

Attention!
A ll Teachers
The Foreign -and Domestic
Teachers O rganization needs
. teacher applicants in all fields from
kindergarten through college to fill
over six h.undred teaching vacancies
both at home arid abroad.
Since 1968, the Foreign and
Domestic Teachers Organization
has been finding vacancies and
locating teachers both in foreign
countries and the fifty states. They
possess hundreds o f current open
ings and have all the information
as to scholarships, grants, and
fellowships.
Knowing that the principle pro
blem with first year teachers is
where to find the jobs, the Foreign
and Domestic Teachers Organiza
tion will send yon-information for
free. They do not promise every
graduate in the field of education a
definite position, however, they do
promise to provide you with a wide
range o f hundreds o f current
vacancy notices both at home and
abroad. Currently, they need
200-250 teachers to fill positions in
the Mid-West, West and overseas.
If you would like further infor
mation, you may write The Na
tional Teacher’s Placement Agen
cy, Universal Teachers, Box 5231,
Potland, Oregon 97208.

to happen, if Americans did not
want it to happen.
“ It’s important.to get people to
focus on the issues,” he said. For
example, Martin said that when
people are not familiar with the
legislative process, they tend to
think proposals become reality
overnight.
The President’s budget is only a
proposal, and “ there’s a long pro
cess between proposed and reali
ty,” he added.
Martin expressed concern with
the increasingly publicity in recent
years over proposed student aid
budget cuts.
“ It’s unfortunate that the timing
o f the budget is the same as when
many students are planning to go
to school. The students don’t
understand that all the rhetoric in
volves the following school year,
not the one Immediately coming
up.
“ No one has specific numbers,
but if yo.u look at trends, we’ve
seen a decline in the past few years
in certain enrollments, especially in
. minority and first-generation stu
dent enrollments. And there are
two reasons: one centers on the
publicity o f the proposed budget
cuts, and this especially hurts
potential students, and the other
centers on the decline in dollars.
It’s all linked together,” said
Martin.
-’.
“ All jj>f us, ipcluding the media,
need to stress, to point out that the
current rhetoric about the budget
involves the 1987-88 school year,
not this coming September. We all
should encourage students to con
tinue with their plans for school, to
visit a campus financial aid ad
ministrator and discuss options,”
he added.

Martin said that much o f the
gloom and doom about student aid
funding cuts in the past few years
has not occurred, in part because
“ we in higher education—students,
families, all o f us—have made an
impact, by telling our elected
leaders that education funding is
important.”
“ But this year is more serious
than ever before because the
G ram m -Rudm an-H ollings law
mandates reductions. Congress has
put itself into a straitjacket, and if
the law is not changed, the cuts will
occur.
“ This is serious. T he reductions
proposed for fiscal 1987 (25 percent
across the board) are real, and
they’ll occur if there are no
changes.
“ I think Congress will not readi
ly come back this summer from
recess and change the law. There
are many groups and organizations
that are going to want to be exempt
from the G ram m -R udm anHollings law, and members of
Congress are going to have incredi
ble pressure on them,” he said.
Higher education especially will
have difficulty, Martin believed,
because o f where it would fit in the
pecking order o f priorities. “ If you
look at the polls, education ranks
very high, after health care. But if
the choices came to which sector of
education should get support, it
would start with the lower grades
a n d 'k ^ rk up.”
“ I think people say that K-12
grades are something everyone
should get—a right. But beyond
the 12th grade? That may not be
as strong in the list o f people’s
necessities.”
Martin said: “ We’re into a
Continued on pg. 6

Spend Junior Year
in N .Y .C .
Each September Hunter College
welcomes a new group of visiting
students to New York City where
they spend their junior year not ex
actly abroad—but in the unique at
mosphere o f New York City.
Students from 32 states, Canada
and Japan have participated in the
“ JYNY” Program since it began in
1982; they study at Hunter and in
tern in arts, business, government,
non-profit, or communications
organizations around the city,
while experiencing the diversity of
cultural and arts events that are
uniquely available in New York.
Each year a group o f students in
the Visual Arts, Dance, Film,
Music, Theatre, Communications
and “ Urban Leadership Studies”
{which encompasses Sociology,
P o litical Science and Urban
: Studies) are accepted into the
JYNY Program and then placed in
an iriternship appropriate to their

area o f study in organizations such as Cable News Network, the
Metropolitan Museum o f Art,
ABC Radio, the Actors’ Studio,
Ogilvy & Mather Public Relations,
MTV, and various New York
government agencies and social ser
vice organizations.
The students are housed in
Hunter’s Residence Hall which is
conveniently and centrally located
in M anhattan. In addition to their
academic work and the internship,
the JYNY experience includes a full
calendar o f cultural events schedul
ed throughout the year including
the opera, ballet and theatre, as
well as museum visits and walking
tours through interesting areas of
the city.
The JYNY students have diverse
backgrounds and equally diverse
career goals. All however, find
New Y.orkand the JYNY program
a valuable asset to their futures.
“ Other schools just can’t offer
what New York has in city govern
m ent,” says Solveig Monson, a
political science major from Luther
College, Iowa, who had a New
York City Council internship dur
ing her junior year here last year.
“ There is no better way to learn
ab o u t u rb a n problem s and
development than in the biggest ci
ty in the country.”
Other students have stressed the
more practical advantages o f in
ternships: “ The internship was terContinued on pg. 5 i-
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U .S .S .A
Speaks Out on Reagan’s FY 1987 Budget
The President’s FY 1987 budget
reaffirms the Administration’s lack
o f support for students across the
country. The President’s State of
the Union presented a theme of
Back to the Future with the solu
tion for improving education as
vouchers, prayers, and back to the
basics. U SSA , re p resen tin g
students attending postsecondary
institutions across the country
thinks the basic ingredient for en
suring access, choice, and oppor
tunity for millions o f current and
future students in a commitment to
prioritize and fund education
programs.
The budget calls for a $3.2
billion cut from the FY 1986 ap
proved Appropriations’ bill—a
combination o f Gramm-Rudman
sequesters, shortfalls, program
cuts) new; guidelines, and projeci tipns. The cuts, are justified, by the
D epartm ent .-.of- Eduoation as
‘.‘minimal” since federal funds
. “ only provide 7 percent of the total
expenditures for education.” It is
that 7 percent that has represented

the federal commitment to pro
rower by a com bination o f
viding the opportunity for millions
measures that will have a major im
o f students to benefit from a
pact on future decisions o f every
postsecondary education.
student. Secretary Bennett is con
USSA asks why the investment
cerned about the teacher shortage
in future generations o f students is
yet proposes a budget that will
not a priority o f this Administra
force students to forego certain
tion. Under the guise o f “ balanc
professions, majors, and careers to
ing the budget” , the FY 1987
re-pay their loan commitments.
budget appears very out o f balance
This budget proposal has the
with, massive ’increases in the
potential to. totally disrupt deci
defense budget and devastating
sions o f million-: o f current and.
cuts in the education budget.
future students—those students
Students and the funding for
filling out student aid applications
domestic programs has not caused
and admissions applications this
this massive deficit, yet student aid
month; The confusion, chaos, and
programs are being dispropor
real cuts under consideration send
tionately flit through both the
a clear message to students across
Gramm-Rudrhan-Hollings FY 1986
the country that their future is not
sequester and the FY 1987 budget
a top national priority. Cutting.
proposals.
290,000 students out o f the Pell
Beneath the rhetoric of “ Shared
Grant program through a 10 per
risk” and “ new initiatives” are
cent cut for academic year 1986-87
proposals which drastically reduce
and altering the definition for in
the opportunities for'm illions’ of
dependent students to 23-o r over
current and future-studehts. T he . Unless am orphan .-or w ard-of the
deficit reduction process is further
court effective in July 1986 is just
increasing’the debt of every poten
the ,tip o f the iceberg..
tial Guaranteed Student I nan bor-

Consumer News:
GSA Publications
a copy of the booklet^ Your Right
To Federal Records. .'Published, by
the U;S. General Services Ad. ministration in cooperation with
the -Department: o f ' Justice;' fo u r
Right T o Federal Records provides
questions'and answers about how
to use each act, and describes the
exceptions where information-does
not have to be released.. It also in
cludes the text o f tjie Freedom of
Information Act. For your'cbpy of
Your Right To Federal Records,
send 50 cents tp the Constifrier ln- fornjatiorf',.(3ent|f, Debt: 452P,
Pueblo, Colorado^ 8 l0O9.
Consumer Information Catalog:
Get some bright ideas on how to
save. Fix your car. Quit smoking.
Choose life insurance, Select a
home computer. Cut food bills.
Apply for credit. Write a resume.
Get federal benefits: Buy surplus
land. Reduce cholesterol. Spot a
con job. Save energy. Start a
business. Pay for an education.
Send for the free Consumer Infor
mation Catalog.
The last is the brightest of all. It
tells you about the others. Publish
ed quarterly by the Consumer In
formation Center o f the U.S.
General Services Adminsitration,
the Consumer Information Catalog
lists more than 200 federal booklets
on everything from starting a diet
tp starting schopl, from getting a
job to getting fit, from repairing a
house to repairing a credit rating.
And best o f all, many of the
booklets are free. So fpr a free copy
of. the Consumer Information
Catalog, send your name and ad
dress to Consumer Infornjation
Catalog, Pueblo, Colorado 81009.

Junior Year ’86-87
(Continued from pg. 4)
rific,” said, one theatre student
from the University o f Minnesota,
“ the practical experience I had and
the business contacts I made were
invaluable. It’s the type o f educa
tion I couldn’t have gotten in any
school.”
Even beyond the planned ac
tivities o f the JYNY there is the
great advantage o f living in the
middle o f New York City. “ Hunter

~ is located in the heart, of Manhat
tan ,” says Mutsum Hyuga, an art
major, from Tokyo, Japan, “ So
many cultural activities and educa
tional ,evehts are only a few blocks
away that it'seems.as if the.entire
city becomes caqipus.” ,
Many o f the students have also
valued the opportunity presented
by the JYNY i‘o fofm close friend-,
ships’with students ffom New York
City and frofrf'a found the country,
giving them a much broader and

Congratulations! to Joe Ungaro
For Winning a Free Whopper
Dinner...On the Cowl!

Consumer confidence slipped in
january, a signal that economic
growth will be modest through the
first quarter o f this year, the Con
ference Board reports.
The Board’s Consumer Con
fidence Index (1985.’100) Tell to
97.3 in January, down from 99.8
in December, Buying plans also fell
slightly in January.
The m onthly survey, which
covers 5000 U.S. families, is con
ducted for the Board by National
Family Opinion, Inc. based in
Toledo, Ohio.
Consumers have turned slightly
less confident about both current
and future economic conditions.
About 27 percent label current
■business conditions as “ good,”
down from nearly 29 percent in
December. Less than 18 percent ex
pect business conditions to improve
during the next six months, down
-from almost 20 percent the month
betore.
“ The comforting economic fact
is that consumer confidence con
exson* iincntjtss

Japan
Showing
Weaknesses
Economically
The economic outlupk.for japan
has turned bearish, TfccConfetcnec
Board reports today m its monthly
In tern a tio n a l
E conom ic
ScoreboardThe leading.itidgx for Japan, a
key barometer o f future economic
conditions, has fallen from a zesty
annual growth rate o f 10 percent
six months ago to a minus 2 per
cent at the latest reading. Declines
ar.e.beip^ registered, jn, new$r(l£rs

forj’npchiner.Y^nd^cohite^bn, S
raw materials prices, and the; ratio
o f prices to labor costs, a major indictor o f corporate profitability.
Latest data also show a leveling off
in Japan’s economic performance
index, w hich track s current
economic conditions. This index,
which was rising at an annual rate
o f 5 percent six months ago, is now
showing no growth.
Is a recession underway in Japan?
“ Since the weakness in both in?
dexes has been limited in both
duration and degree, we may be
witnessing pnly a brief interruption
in an ongoing expansion,” explains.
E dgar R. Fielder, economic
counsellor o f The Conference
Board. “ But the downward pattern
also suggests the possibility thatJapan slipped into a recession dur
ing the final quarter o f 1985!”
Business cycles in the world’s
major industrial countries continue
to register moderate expansion,;
The greatest strength is in Taiwan,
where the leading index is rising at;
an annual rate o f 12 percent. Close
behind is Italy at 10 percent and.
Australia at 8 percent. Elsewhere,
the leading indexes, are advancing'
at rates o f 6 percent in France aridCanada, 5 percent in West Ger
many, and 3 percent in the UnitedStates, The leading index for the
United Kingdom shows no growth-.in.recent months..
••
more enltgntened view of the v;
; ty o f cultures which make-up-th;^
United States.
. r
Junior Year in New York -is g
full-year program, offered t
September-May. Students complete
an average of-30 credits o f course.i
work- including their internships^
Each-student is assigned a facultyadvisor in their discipline to help."
them select courses that will fulfill
requirements set by home colleges.
For more information and an
application, write Junior Year in
New York, Hunter College, Box
361,695 Park Avenue, New York,
NY 10021; o r call (212) 772-5005.

t;

tinues to hold at relatively high
levels despite a less-than-inspiring
p erform ance by the overall
eco n o m y ,” observes Fabian
Linden, executive director o f the
B o ard ’s C onsum er Research
Center. "W hile the latest figures
clearly do not suggest a rapid ac
celeration in economic growth,
they are also not flashing any of the
signals that traditionally precede ag the first q
ups year and their advice has pro
ven to be sound in th e’past.”
Buying plans have shifted very
little. While only 8.9 percent plan
to buy a car during the next six
months, down from 10.2 percent in
December, the inflated December
reflects heavy, year-end promo
tions by the auto industry. Plans to
buy a home edged down to 3.6 per
cent, compared with 3.9 percent in
December. Plans t.o buy m ajor ap
pliances moved up to 34 percent,
advancing froth 29.8 percent jn the
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Put your degree
to work
w here it can do
a world of good.

Your first jo b a fter graduation should offer you
m ore th a n ju st a paycheck. W e can o ffer you
an exp erien c e th a t lasts a lifetime.
W orking to g e th er w ith p e o p le in a different
culture is som ething you'll ne v er forget. It's a
learning experience everyone can benefit from. -•
In Science o r Engineering, E ducation, Agriciil- :
ture, or H ealth, Peace C orps p rojects in d«t:
veloping c o u n trie s-a ro u n d the-; w orld: a^g
bringing he lp w h ere it's n e ed e d .

:MARCH 6 - .____
S la v in C e n te r 1
S la v in
Film/1___________
C e n te r Roan TBA, 3 p n .
MARCH 7 - S e n io r I n te r v ie w s - I
C a re e r P la n n in g O f f ic e , 9 - 3.|jj

PEACE CORPS

Federal Information Centers: You
want to notify a federal agency
., about an unsafe product. But do
you call .the Consumer Product
Safety Commission, 'the .National
H ighway T raffic. Safety A d 
ministration, the Food and Drug
Administration, the Occupational
; Safety and Health Administration,
‘ ’or some other agency?
Call your local Federal Informa..' tion Center, which is part of the
U.S. General Services Administra, fion. With .a local call,, you . can
'reach a Federal IhfQfipgtigfcGenter
in more than 70 cities around the
United.States. Staff members will
help you figure out which agency
you should contact, and they can
also give you addresses and
telephone numbers for the offices
to call. To find the Federal Infor
mation Center nearest you, send
for a free copy o f the pamphlet,
Federal Information Centers. Just
send your name and address to the
Consumer Inform ation Center,
Dept. 591P , Pueblo, Colorado
81009.
Your Right to Federal Records: In
most cases, you can get informa
tion from the federal government
simply bywriting to the right agen
cy. But sometimes the agencies are
not willing to give out the informa
tion you need. In jh a t case, you
must make your request under the
Freedom of Information Act. This
law allows you access to most
agency records, with certain excep
tions. And;another.lavy, the Privacy
Act, allows you to learn what the
government has on file about you.
You can learn how to use these
acts to your, benefit by sending for
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Consumer Confidence
Slipped January ’86
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★ ACTION COMMITTEE
continued from pg. 4
period where some hard choices
must be m ade.”
This troubled him because it
seemed a precursor to the bleak
picture he painted. “ The whole
basic educational system we have
now could change. Wealthier
families or families who are willing
to make incredible sacrifices will
get their children into higher educa
tion. T hat’s it.”
He based his reasoning on cur. rent information as to how families
pay for education. “ About three
fourths o f dependent students’

families are coming up with their
portion o f aid from curent income.
What this means is that they are
already .making sacrifices in such
areas as food, clothing, housing,
insurance, medical expenses, and
transportation. They don’t have
other assets to help pay for
education.”
“ 1 think that is phenomenal.
Why? One o f the President’s
themes is that parents and students
aren’t paying enough for educa
tion. But current studies show that
is just not true.”
Martin said more than half o f all
undergraduate students are using
funds they have earned from sum
mer jobs or other work, other than

Total Capitol Spending
Declined 3rd Quarter 1985
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cess, preceding the ordering of
Capital appropriations by the
equipment, the letting o f construc
nation’s investor-owned utilities
tion contracts, and finally the ac
declined to $5.5 billion in the third
tual expenditures. Appropriations
quarter o f 1985 after registering a
are considered to be a leading in
large increase in the second
dicator for capital spending.)
quarter, the Conference Board
While total capital spending by
reports.
the utilities declined in the third
The third-quarter decline was
quarter,' it was well above new ap
due to substantial cutbacks by the
propriations. This caused the
electric utilities, whose appropria
backlog of unspent appropriations
tions fell by 64 percent from high
to fall to $50.1 billion in the third
second-quarter levels. The gas
quarter, down from nearly $55.6
utilities continued to life their ap
billion in the second quarter.
propriations, which advanced by 28
When final data are available for
perent in the third quarter.
1985 as a whole, the picture is likely
Despite the third-quarter decline,
to be mixed. Explains Conference
total appropriations by the utilities
Board economist Douglas Cliggot:
during the first three quarters of
“ The declining backlog makes a
1985 were 31 percent higher than
big rise in spending by the electric
in the first three quarters o f 1984.
utilities unlikely in the fourth
• Actual capital spending by the
q u a rte r, which suggests a 3
investor-owned utilities during the
percent-4 percent decline in their
first three quarters of 1985 was un
spending for 1985 as a whole. Ris
changed from comparable 1984
ing gas utilities’ backlogs} hdweVer,
levels.
points to continued spending
(Capital apprppriations are
authorizations to Spend moliey in :• growth. Overall expenditures by
the future for new plant and equip ' the gas utilities are likely’to rise dp
by approximately 20 percent in
ment. Appropriations are the first,
1985.” • ? J
; ?.
s t^ j in the capital investment pro

.... .

Work-Study funds, to help pay for
their own college costs; about 20
percent o f parents are borrowing
funds outside the Guaranteed Stu
dent Loan or other federal pro
grams to help pay for their
children’s education.”
“ The fact is that people already
are making major contributions
and sacrifices for education.”
He said that if the federal cuts
occur as projected, many students
would be forced from school.
"W hen you look at the jobs of the
future, they are .jobs that need
education and increased skills.
We’re not talking a high school
education but training and educa
tion go beyond that level.”
He added: “ If we don’t have
people to fill jobs, we’re going to
lose out internationally, and.our
economy will erode. Also, the tax
base will be less with the lesser in
comes o f people. Ironically, this is
occurring at a time when a majori
ty population is getting older and
becoming more reliant on'Social
Security and Medicare.”
Martin said that if one realizes
“ what it costs society today to
cover unemployment insurance and
realizes that high school graduates
have a 10 percent chance to become
unem ployed
while
college
graduates have only a 3.5 percent
chance, education makes sense.”
He added further that if the
federal cuts occur, some campuses
will go under, and, in many areas,
they are major employers and large
parts of the economic bases o f their
communities. The ripple effect will
be large, he said:
Martin expressed concern about
the trend toward fewer grants and
increased. emphasis on loans to
assist studerfts through school.
“ Studies show that loans turn
off many students, especially low
inconje a id minority students. The
credit experience.of many o f these
families has been negative. Conse
quently; this makes a bad problem
only \vi>rse. Also, studies show that
loans adversely impact on women,
who have a harder time paying

Opening March 10th
THE FINISH LINE
LTD.

them off,” he saia, "oecause ot sex
segregation in the work place that
only enables them to earn 60 per
cent o f what men earn.”
Martin said that in the 1980-81
school year, aid was in the form of
55 percent grants and about 40 per
cent loaps. In 1984-85 it was 44 per
cent grants and 52 percent loans.
“ How much elasticity can there
be?” he asked. “ You can only go
so far.” Martin said the balance
between grants and loans “ seemed
all right up to about 1980, but I
think we’re entering an era now of
problems, that loan debt may be
getting too high.”
Martin was asked if the past
decades o f student aid were worth
the cost, and he responded first by
discussing the federal debt.
“ If all o f federal education fun
ding were counted, some $18.4
billion, it would pay only the in
terest on the debt for 49 days. If
you only count student aid fun
ding, including Guaranteed Stu
dent Loans (about $8 billion), it
would only pay the interest for 21
days. That’s just interest we’re
discussing.
“ It’s im portant to note .that
education funding in the past five
years has not contributed to the
problems we are in. Education fun
ding actually is down from what it
was five years ago, in real terms.”
He said, “ Instead o f saying pro
grams have, not worked, I can say
that if we didn’t have student aid
funding, we’d have a significant
decline in enrollments.
“ If federal student aid funding
is chopped by 25 percent, it will
cripple the programs. The states are
not able to pick it up, companies
are just about tapped out, only 200
institutions nationally have any en
dowments to speak of, and most
families already are using as much
o f their current income to pay for
education a s ' can be expected.
There are no alternatives,” he said.

Peace Corps
at
P.C.
Peace Corps representatives will
be on the Providence College cam
pus March 6 and March 7 to pro
vide information and conduct in
terviews. Prospective Volunteers
should visit the information booth
in the Slavin Center Lower Lobby
on March 6 from 9:00 to 3:00 or
attend a film in the Slavin Center
at 3:00 p.m. Interviews are being
conducted in the Office o f Career
Planning on March 7 from 9:00 to
3:00.
The Peace Corps accepts people
w ith
varied
educational
backgrounds and skills. College
graduates with degrees in home
economics, nutrition, forestry,
health care, agriculture, engineer
ing, etc. are particularly needed.
Otjier useful degrees include
biology, botany," mathematics,
chemistry, physics, industrial arts,
ed u cation,
and languages.
Although an applicant’s quality is
a desire to serve others—to help
people help themselves.
Chosen Volunteers are trained to
serve in one o f 61 developing coun
tries in A frica, A sia, Latin
America, the Caribbean or the
South Pacific. They receive a liv
ing allowance, paid travel, com
plete medical care, and a post
service readjustment allowance of
$4,200 ($175 per month served).
Anyone interested in applying,
but unable to attend one o f the
Providence College information or
interview sessions, should write to
Peace Corps, 150 Causeway .Street,
Room 1304, Boston, MA 02114 or
call the Peace Corps office collect
at (617) 223-7366.

PC

Reprinted with permission fro m the
Action Committee fo r Higher
Education.
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Students interested in Volunteer Programs...

I
=

DOMINICAN VOLUNTEERS
JESUIT VOLUNTEERS
PEACE CORPS
For YOU...

(Active Sports Wear)

CHRISTIAN AWARENESS

Rugged Wear
I
1

aO P ^
6ra^pe c ^ s

REBOKS
NINES
ADIDAS

Meet with Mary Ann Casey, 0 .P., Kathy Komerak, O.P.
& Dominican Volunteer Director, Mary Beth Reynolds,
PC ’84

TUESDAY, MARCH 11, 1986 - 6:30 P.M.
SLAVIN 303

570 Douglas Avenue
(across from Car wash)

521-3939

Come! Bring your friends. Get acquainted with these
great programs.
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EDITORIALS
R aise in T uition
W ill H urt P C
Providence College has always been a little less expensive
than the other big Catholic schools.This is changing.
Boston College, Holy Cross and Georgetown to name a few
are colleges that have similar academic backgrounds. These
schools are all more expensive than PC.
A lot o f things about PC are very special. Western Civiliza
tion, the Dominican Friars and a dedicated lay faculty are just
a few things.
For the people o f Rhode Island, especially those interested
in providing a Catholic education for their children, it was a
blessing.
Some o f PC ’s most successful graduates are local kids who
could not afford to go away to school. PC was a great chance
at a price they could afford.
For a student who was smart enough to go to a good school
but not smart enough to get a scholarship, PC was the answer.
This still holds true today.
It might not be for much longer though. Fr. Cunningham
has announced that there will be a tuition increase again this
year.
In his inaugural address in September, Fr. Cunningham said
he hoped to freeze tuition. Now he says there will be an in
crease that will not exceed a thousand dollars.
Also planned for the 1986-87 academic year is a reduction
in the undergraduate enrollment. This would make a PC educa
tion even more inaccessible.
The next freshmen class will be 133 less in number than the
current freshmen- class.
All around the country, where the price of education is sky
rocketing, PC should try now more than ever to keep her doors
open to those she can help the most.
)

PC Grad Called a Pioneer
John Quinn, a Providence College graduate and a Cowl
veteran received a National Press Foundation honor in
Washington, D.C.
Quinn was named “ Editor of the Year” by the Press Foun
dation for his work on the nation’s only national newspaper
U SA
Today
Quinn, who graduated in 1945, was one of only three jour
nalism “ pioneers” honored by the Foundation.

Established in 1935

(Eduil

USPS 136-260

Editor-In-Chief.................................................Greg Winsper, '86
Assistant Kditor-in-Cblef.......................... Kendra Bogosian, ’87
News Edito r...........................................Jo sep h M . Ungaro. ’86
Assistant News Editor......................................Ted Winschel. ’87
Editorial Editor............................................. Karen Marsico, ’87
Arts/Kntertainment Editor..................Anne C . D ’Andrea, ’86
Features Editor...........................................Kathy Kossbawn, ’87
Sports Editor.............................................. Sean P. Sweeney, '88
Assistant Sports Editor.............................. Scott Corrigan, '88
Business E d ito r....;.......................................... Terry Baeriein, ’87
Graphics Editor..................................................Mike Sullivan, ’88
Photography Editor......................................Brian Thornton, ’86
Asst. Photography Editor....................... Mary Ann Doyle. ’87
Business Manager...............................................l isa Porcelli. '86
Advertising Manager................................... ...Rob Polansky. ’87
Production Manager....................................Debra J. Jarret, '86
Assistant Production Manager.......... .........Ellen Snakard, '87
Promotion Manager........................................Laurer. Benson, ’87
Circulation Manager........................................David V. Ring, '86
Typesetters...................................................... ...M ary Concordia,
Alicia Moran, Jackie Voss Circulation................Brian Ward.
M ark
Lefebvre
Advisor............................. ......... Rev. John A . McMahon, O .P .
Subscription rate $8.00 per year by mail. Student subscription includ
ed in tuition fee.

W hen A ltruism Y ields To
Greed
Ask the average American what
he thinks o f lawyers and'doctors
and he’s apt to reply: greedy. Ask
medicos and barristers what’s
wrong with their crafts and chances
are
th e y ’ll
answer:
deprofessionalization.
Greed and deprofesionalization
go hand in hand. Historically, ser
vice above profit chracterized Till
professions. For too many now the
buck comes first. Altruism yields to
commercialism.
So, Anthony V. Migliaccio, MD,
bemoans m edicine’s businessoriented approach o f maximizing
profits and weeps over the demise
o f the “ good old days” (Journal,
Jan. 30), while Kenneth Liffman,
MD, excoriates medical unionism
as “ abhorrent,” (“ 3 doctors form
union to fight soaring insurance
rates,” Journal, Dec. 12).
The legal profession also has its
share o f problems. Supreme Court
Justice Warren E. Burger blasts
lawyers for huckstering their ser
vices a la Madison Avenue, and
Americans, egged on by lawyers,
are so sue-happy that we are call
ed “ the most litigious society in the
world.”
Nobody denies the right of
physicians and lawyers to a stan
dard o f living commensurate with
their status. The value o f their ex
pertise, however, was never totted
in dollars and cents. Their services
were compensated with a “ fee” or
“ honorarium,” not with “ wages”
or “ salary.”
But “ the old order changeth,”
and perhaps it’s good riddance to
an outdated system. Law and
m edicine
are
now
big
businesses—$355 billion for the
health industry, $38 billion for legal
services. Dr. H. Denman Scott and
John T. Tierney, gazing into their
crystal ball, predict that: “ By 1995
there will be 30 o r fewer gigantic
conglom erates p ro viding the
medical needs o f the entire U.S.
population...The bywords will be
bigness, consolidation and com

petition.” (R I Medical Journal, „
October, 1985).
Henceforth, the name o f the
game will be co m petition—
intensified by the surfeit o f one
lawyer for every 300 Americans
and one physician for every 500
people, a much higher ratio prevail
ing in big cities.
Will A m ericans get better
medical and legal service from all
this or will they have to put up with
more pill-pushers, more needless
surgery, more over-utilization of
medical technology, more shystering, more ambulance chasing,
more frivolous law suits, more
pettifoggery?

Joseph
Lennon
Time will tell. The public believes
that advertising promotes competi
tion. Competition stimulates more
available services at lowe cost with
greater efficiency, not only for the
rich and pow erful but for
everybody.
When the professions were com
pletely self-regulatory, the idea of
a physician in a shopping center, a
lawyer in a walk-in clinic, a dentist
or optometrist in a drugstore-chain
was unimaginable. Now doctors
and lawyers are tailoring their prac
tices to the convenience o f the
public and spending more time
with their clients. Apparently, re
quiring professionals to play by the
same rules o f competitive conduct
as other sellers o f service, benefits
consumers’ pocketbooks, if not the
quality o f service. Price-fixing in
this context becomes difficult.
But does competition inspire
doctors or lawyers to acct always
in the best interest of clients? When
professionals place profits and

business goals first, the client’s af
fairs m ust nexesarily come
second—or lower. Them can be on
ly one first concern.
The businessman tries to spend
the least to get the most; whereas
the professional does not count the
cost in expending himself and his
resources to sovle the clients’s pro
blem or preserve the client’s health.
Where the profit motive prevails,
the larger social purposes o f healng
and lawyering take a back seat to
economic ends. The common good
is ill-served. Doctors who look on
ly to the fee are disinclined to srve
the financially disadvantaged;
lawyers who regard themselves as
businessmen feel no obligation to
provide pro bono legal services.
Commercialization has other
side-effects. If doctors and lawyers
look upon their professions as
businesses, should they not be
regulated as are other businesses?
What happened then to the hardwon independence and freedom of
these professions?
Moreover, does not pursuit of
the almightly dollar destroy that
spirit o f dedication which once
marked great practioners o f these
arts? Esteem for doctors and
laywers rises or falls according to
the degree o f knowledge, skill and
altruism displayed to the- public.
Competence in the service of
something higher than self con
stitutes the very meaning c f a pro
fession. P rofessing to serve
humankind beyond the realm c f
p ersonal a m b itio n , law and
medicine involve a public trust of
the public good, the pursuit of
which requires not only the highest
competence, blit .also character and
commitment. Herein lies the nobili
ty o f these professions.
When physicians and lawyers see
themselves as entrepreneurs simp
ly selling highly technical services
in a competitive market—that wid
be the beginning o f the end o f these
highly regarded professions.
Joseph L Lennon, O.P. is vice
president o f community affairs
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COMMENTARYT h a n k s...
Actions by Lou Lamoriello
Heavily Criticized

■Letters
Big East Champions!

formation Office, McGovern was
repeatedly put off, although con
tinually promised such shirts.
Unless those shirts were being in
On February 15, 1986 a very
Dear Editor:
dividually knitted by Miss Walsh,
revealing article was printed in the
the Athletic Department had no in-,
sports pages of the Boston Globe,
T he
Providence College
tention o f keeping its promise. Mr.
telling o f Boston College’s victory
W om en’s B asketball Team
McGovern also requested'funds for
over the PC Friars in hockey on the
deserves great credit for their recent
new Pep Band music; this request
night o f February 14. As fate
accomplishments.
was met with a similar reponse,
would have it, a seemingly harmless
Not only did they finish the.
resulting in the .need for several of
writer’s embellishment o f a familar
regular season as the Big East
the Pep Band members to in
story had a very unexpected result.
champs (despite predictions), but
dividually write o ut parts for new
The article read, “ The game open
they virtually own the Big East
music. This was an amibitious and
ed with a pathetically out-of-tuhe
record books.
desperate act. McGovern’s efforts
renditon o f the "Star-Spangled
to meet with Mr. Lamoriello
Banner” played by the PC Pep
himself were fruitless, save a brief
Band.” It was announced several
handshake and hearty “ good job”
days after the article was printed
after an hour o f waiting outside of
that Mr. Lou Lamoriello, Director
his office to see him. After all of
o f PC Athletics, would not allow
this, McGovern is stymied at the
the PC Pep Band to stay over in
fact that Lamoriello insists he does
New York City for the March 5-8
not know who McGovern is. The
Big East Basketball Tournament.
attitude o f this seemingly expan
Mr. Lamoriello decided that the
Dear Editor:
ding Athletic Department toward
band should play at each game in
the Pep Band was uncooperative,
To the Friar basketball team;
New York and represent PC, yet
inconsistent and down-right offen
Coach Rick P itin o and his
. not stay in New York with the
sive. It is interesting that Mr.
coaching staff; thank you so very
ch eerleaders and b asketball
Lamoriello could afford to take
much
for all the thrilling and ex
players. The band would instead
some fifteen presidents o f Student
citing moments o f play we’ve en
commute to New York during the
Organizations on campus out to
joyed this year. Bravo for all the
tournament. This punitive plan,
dinner on two separate occasions to
time and hard work you’ve all put
laid-out by Mr. Lamoriello great
promote Athletic ticket sales, yet
into this turn around season for
ly disppointed the members o f the
did not have enough time or money
.PC. We’re so proud o f you all!!
Pep-Band and caused them to
to supply the Pep .Band with what
Cheers also to the cheerleaders
unanimously refuse his less than
it truly needed to succeed. Know
and the student body for their in
gracious Offer o f transportation. I
ing the talent that this Pep Band
creased support. We’ve witnessed
feel Mr. Lamoriello’s decision was
possesses, I am confident that given
totally illogical; yet brilliantly
a great, turn out at home and oh the
the right motivation and support,
represents the Athletic Depart
our band woul^' indeed become . road, th e re was always such great
ment’s policy toward the Pep Band
com parable to- that o f - o th e r . ,
•" 135 . .'awn
!
throughout this season.
schools. T hen perhaps J Mr.As the Vice President o f Sym-..
Lambriello might not find us an
phonic Band and a long-time ad
embarrassment by comparison.
m irer o f Providence College
This year’s musicians proved to be
Athletics, it was both an honor and
ambitious and dedicated, and were
Dear Editor:
■a privilege for me to begin my job
continually spurred along and in
in September as Student Co
spired by thoughts o f the March 5
Saludos! All is well on this side
director o f the PC Pep Band. As
trip to New York City. The article
o f the ocean in Spain. The Inter
this year’s season, progressed,
printed in the Boston Globe per
national Institute in Madrid is not
President Jon McGovern and I ex
taining to our band is an unfor
lacking in -PC students. Maria
perienced some truly rewarding
tunate one, not because its writer’s
M clvpr, Collen Schaffner,
, moments that we will hot soon
assessments were incorrect Or cruel,
Caroline Milano, Tom Schreck,
forget.
but because it has resulted in the
Kathy Gorrie, Michelle Myers, and
We were also met with many
■removal o f the last shred of
myself have all been here for over
unavoidable challenges that we
motivation and spirit that emodied
a mqnth now! Time flies!
eventually overcame and from
the PC Pep Band.
The weather here is a chilly 40"
which we learned. Unfortunately,
The future o f the P C Pep Band
on the average.for February,, with
throughout the season there existed
remains rather uncertain. It is my
some days getting up into the 50°s.
an attitude of non-cooperation and
belief that any efforts to form a
The food here isn’t all tortillas, en
disinterest on the part o f the
new Pep Band under the direct con
chiladas,-and chilli, in fact prac
Athletic Department regarding the
trol o f the Athletic Department
tically the only place that you can
Pep Band that would undermine
would not be in the best interest of
get chilli: here is at Wendy’s—
many o f our spirited efforts.
student support for PC athletics..
where, incidentally they have beer
On numerous occasions, begin
Such an idea would see an even fur
on tap-—and dont’ check ID’s!! We
ning in early O ctoberr, Jon
ther extension o f the Athletic
all live in homes in which our
McGovern attempted tQ. secure
Departm ent which in my opinion
senoras take good care o f us by
some type o f shirts or sweaters that
would be an egregious error.
cooking for us (the best meals everwould give the band uniformity
sorry Frank!), doing our laundrv
and identity. Dealing directly with
Kevin M. Spellman
Miss Kathy Walsh of the Sports In
Dear Editor:

New coach Bob Foley has done
a fantastic job transforming his
teams into a national power (they
are now ranked 20 in the U .S.) and
the wonderful girls who make up
this squad truly deserve our respect
and gratitude.
Thank you for your hard work
and for making us proud.
Matt Adams

Dear Editor:
When my father died last year,
there was tremendous support
from many people. The Providence
College administration, faculty and
students were a large part o f the
tribute given to my father. My
mother has been hard at work get
ting out thank you notes, but
because o f the large number of
people, not everyone has been
thanked. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank all o f you
who came to Worcester or who sent
cards or. flowers. As it did at the
time o f my brother Jim’s death,
your support lightened our hearts.
You are remembered with gratitude
in our prayers.
Respectfully
Jeremiah M . Coggins

Peace Corps
Anniversary

Friar Basketball—
Exciting and Fun
spirit. Too bad the students aren’t
given the best seats in the arenas as
they are at some other schools. It’s
their school and it would be a great
moral booster for the team.
Congratulations also to the L^dy
Friars. You’ve done a great job
ladies’. First in the Big East! Look
ing good girls. Wish you.would get
better coverage in the news media.
Thank you all again. We’ll be
seeing you boys at the Big East
Tournament. Good luck and God
bless you all.
Two loyal sports fans

H ello From Spain
for us (unbelievable), and giving us
advice on how to avoid looking too
American (all in Spanish, of
course!).
Spain is a beautiful country that
occupies the Iberian Peninsula
along with Portugal. It is slightly
isolated from the rest o f continen
tal Europe, with France just above
it across the Pyrenees. T he oppor
tunities for travel within Spain are
endless. O ur orientation trip to
Leon introduced us to the north of
Spain in which the mountainous
landscape
was
absolutely
breathtaking. Additional traveling
adventures have taken us from th e '
beaches of'Portugal on the Atlan
tic to the shores o f Barcelona on
the Mediterranean. W ith only four
days of classes a week—no classes
on Friday! The weekends pigyide
an excellent opportunitiy to explore
this diversified land.
Weekdays, we find ourselves
gathered at the International In
stitute for classes, making plans for
the next weekend with our new
found friends, and also experienc
ing the night life in Madrid—the
mesones and discos are our
favorites! Weekdays, we also find
ourselves checking our mailboxes
often—a habit we acquired at
PC—for any news on life in “ the
States” . It’s hard to be so far away
when we hear that those hard
working basketball players have
beaten BC twice! Go Friars!
Studying in a foreign country is
an enriching experience. However,
it’s not without its moments o f
homesickness, a homesickness
which is equated with a heighten
ed awareness and appreciation for
what has been left behind. We miss
you all at PC. Hasta luego!
Ellen Evans

Dear Editor:
Peace Corps is celebrating its
25th Anniversary this year, and we
would like to invite everyone to
join in the celebration. The N ew '
England 25th Anniversary Celebra
tion will take place in Boston at the
Kennedy Library on March 1, and
a symposium on Development
Education will take place at Har
vard University on March 8.
As part o f this celebration, we
are trying to locate as many
Returned Peace Corps Volunteers
from New England as we can. If
you are a Returned Volunteer, or
if you are interested in finding out
more about the Peace Corps 25th
Anniversary events, please call Car
rie Radelet collect at (617) 223-73'66
or write to her at Peace Corps, 150
Causeway Street, 1304, Boston,
MA 02114.
Peace Corps

Viet Nam
POW’s and MIA’s
Dear Editor:
While in Viet Nam, I had only,
my fellow American soldiers and
God to walk along beside me into
battle against an often unseen
enemy . With all o f us there, many
footsteps were on the ground,
m ine, G od’s and my fellow
American soldiers.
In our troubled times, those
footsteps are no longer there, with
my fellow Americans’ dr God’s.
We all left and now only God’s
footsteps remain and he still carries
a heavy load.
It’s time now that we ask you to
take your turn and walk along
beside us. In on all our effort to
relieve God o f his heavy load, to
bring all our footsteps back home,
o u r M IA ’s and P O W ’s in
Southeast Asia.
I don’t see your footsteps in Viet
Nam, I didn’t see them on the
ground in battle. Now I’m asking
everyone to put their footsteps in
to help bring our sons, brothers,
husbands, fathers, our M IA’s and
PO W ’s, our fellow American
soldiers back home. I’m sure, the
families o f these men don’t want to
walk alone forever.
The way it stands right now,
there’s God’s footsteps with his
heavy load and mine along side his
trying to do away with that heavy
load. Will you add your footsteps
with mine and God’s?
Write a letter to your Con
gressmen, Senators, the President,
head o f state Republic o f Viet
Nam, the French Government,
Russia, the Pope. Let the world
know we have many footsteps.
Lorenzo N. Palmer
Cmdr. VFW Post 1708
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Young Rich People Have
Naughty Habits
Just when you thought the
cepts this and adds ethics clauses tq
nightmare was over, the funniest
co n tracts. T he clauses warn
word in football returns:.Patriots.
athletes that they will be risking
Who can forget the show they put
their careers if they use illegal
on this year? They couldn’t let a drugs, and are presently in a battle
good thing alone after they beat on over m andatory drug testing!
them Raiders in the playoffs, so
The spirit o f the rule is pointing
Act One began with their runt GM in the right direction. It certainly
picking a fight with Howie Long.
does discourage someone from us
Howieplayed With him, tore up his ing drugs. But the ruie hot only un
clown suit, and was kind enough to fairly stereotypes athletes as pro
minimize his blood loss.
bable drug users,- but restricts the
The fans got Act Two started.
freedom o f the athletes as well. A
They produced four o f the best- re p o rte r w ho was w ith Jim
songs since the Hee Haw show, and McMahon on Bourban Street told
then the poets got into the act. o f the league’s chief drug inThey weren’t going to beat the
Bears, they were going to ‘.‘Berry
the Bears,’-’ get it? It really is fun
ny, you see the coach’s name is
Raymond Berry, and they used his
last name instead of “ bury” . I told
you, it’s a gas;
Act Three was on the field. The
Pats noticed how witty their .fans
were and they weren’t going to be'
vestigator “ coincidentally” walk
outdone. They ran backwards in
ing into the same restaurant he was
the first half. Yup, negative yar
irt, (Rolling Slone, March 1986). is
dage. But they only lost by 36 in the
the reputation of a league worth
end, n ot bad all things considered.
such “ Big Brother” tactics?
“ So what’s this New Yakker
W hat it all comes down to is the
doin’ bustin on me Pats. Don’t he
definition o f a job. These guys are
know it’s basketball season now,
paid to be the best athletes in the
I’m tryin’ to concentrate on me
world. They are supposed to-have
Celts. Hey, get in ya caah and go
high batting averages, lots o f yards
hom e.”
per carry and so many blocked
I’m not trying to rub the Super
shots a game. If they don’t keep up
bowl in. I just read a lot about Act
their end of the deal, cut them,
Four in the Providence Journal and
don’t fret about what they do in
I felt like writing about it .'Act Four
their free time. A good athlete can
is the tragic part in this comedy, it
beat a great athlete if drugs are
seems, believe it or not, that the
holding him dowh, and if a player
sainted Patriots, like cocaine.
needs help with a problem he
Cocaine would put a lot of their
should certainly be able to go to his
trouble in perspective. Hey, maybe
team or-league; for Help, but he
Mrs. Fryat: didn’t Want Irving’s
should never be hounded by "his
blood when she slashed his hand,
em ployer;-This isn’t-th e Soviet
maybe she just wanted what .was
Union;
'x
“ in” lt!"'V
Don Mattingly,said that he was
There ate several thepries trying
in favdr of martdafbry drug testing
to explain Why athletes use drugs.
if, anid only If, it were implemented
G enerally, they explain th at
to people who work in offices as
athletes are overgrown adolescents
well. Ball players should never be
who don’t know how to handle
stereotyped like they are now. And
their money, and Use drugs to cope
anyone at PC who has been
with their pressure. The NFL ac-

Joe
Devine

associated with the always truthful
accusations o f the Elmhurst
Neighborhood Association knows
what I’m saying. You all get drunk
every night at loud, parties arid
thrive on disturbing' the peace.
Believe it o r not athletes are not
the only people who use illegal
drugs. They exist at.PC, they exist
in wealthy social-circles, and-are
even,evident among the poor. So
it. seems as though our grand
parents are Wrong everytime they
pick- up a. paper and remark about
fifcw these young people acquire
sucH?grqtesque habits. The professidrial sports circle demonstrated
the . effects o f strict regulation.
Michael Ray Richardson was held
tight in the grip o f the NBA’s drug
program. Nonetheless, his abuse of
drugs destroyed his,career. You can
get as strict as you want, but you’r e '
still going to have problems.
What is most tragic about the
drug scene in this country is its
fashionable acceptance. It’s
welcomed by our T.V. shows and
our music, arid even by our social
gatherings.- The Yuppie Handbook
even had a section telling the host
the best time to break out the coke
in a formal gathering. Sure, peo
ple love the.fast money and the lux
urious lifestyles it offers some, but
they forget about the lives it ruins
in our society. There are a ton of
clinics filled with vegetables, that us
ed to be teenagers in this country.
They were put there by an industry
that became great on the shoulders
o f giants such as DeLorean, Fryar,
Taylor, Richardson, Manson and
a handful.of people in our student
body.
The United .States doesn’t heed
strict rules from the NFL to
demonstrate how bad drugs are.
They netid bigger jails-to'fit-the
baseball, football and basketball
players in who break the law , as
well as the kids, businessmen and
“ yuppies” who would rather be
fashionably contributing to the
death o f children than obeying the
law.

A n O pen Letter to
Judge Pederzani
This is my official notice to
Superior Court Judge Paul P.
Pederzani,and Providence College
that I will be suing the school for
$40,000 if PC is forced to allow
Loreen Sjantagata to graduate
without pdying.
If the judge feels strongly
enough about this case to force the
school to give her a virtually free
diploma, then why can’t I have
one?
Loreen’s family claims to have
no money, yet they somehow
managed the $200 or so for her

Patrick
Kennelly
class rmg.ancLsntf spoke o f plans
to take classes in Europe or go to
California if she does not receive
a diploma from PC.
I know a number o f students
who .can not afford to buy class
rings and I know, vfe'ry few who can
afford to take classes in Europe this
summer. As for the people I know,
those who do not have the money
to go to PC with,out work study
jobs, loans, and grants, do not plan
to go t a Europe this summer.
It is unfortunate that her parents
misled her at first, but at some
poirit during her years she should
have, figured out that something
was wrong and done something
about it.
Wasn’t she at all curious about
why she was not acknowledged by
the school as, a student?
This-is' not elementary school.
Many students including myself
owe the federal governm ent
$10,000 in student loans which
would have brought her debt down
to $15,000. If the school would not
give her a work study job 1 am sure
that she could have found one
elsewhere. Making $4000 a year is
not difficult.

If students are in financial need,
the school will provide work study
jobs o r financial scholarships. PC
does‘the Christian thing’ for those
students who need financial aid and
support. The Financial Aid Office
can be quite helpful, but they can
not be expected to help those who
do not help themselves.
They also can not be expected to
go into the real estate business and
accept a promissory note for future
payment from a mortgage taken
out by the Santagata family on
their home.
When will this be paid and what
is the school supposed to do if they
do not meet their payments?
Foreclose and throw the family
out?
It is a shame that the family
decided that the money is better
spent on things such' as a class ring,
but they can not blame the school.
If she were allowed to retain full:
status as a student I would unders
tand their case, but given the actual
situation, it is ludicrous. Also, in
dividual teachers, eager to accept
students into their classes, can not
be held responsible for all aspects
o f the school.
UR1 is a great school and' for
R.I. residents it is rather inexpen
sive. Living in Narragansett, travel
costs to commute to URI.would
have been less than the costs o f
commuting to PC.
Basically there are a number of
alternatives that could have been
taken instead o f taking classes
behind the school’s back.
If the Santagata family can come
up with the money to cover their
debt, than she should be allowed to
graduate o r have her credits
transferred to another school.
If not, I can not understand how
the courts could force the school to
allow her to graduate. A lot of peo
ple work hard and incur, large debts
to get through college.
1-would allow Judge Pederzani
not to lessen their efforts by allow
ing others to sneak through the
system.

Keep the Skies Sate
Aside.from an inexplicable urge
to apply for the Journalist in Space
Program (I sat down until the feel
ing passed), there was never ther
slightest chance I would ever rocket
out o f this Earth to become
weightless and babble Spacespeak-that clipped non-language in
which the death o f seven persons
is being called an “ anom aly.”
Given eough anomalies, you could
have World W ar III.
But I do fly quite a bit. I used
to do it mostly for fun, now do it
almost entirely for business. And
worry a lot that I will descend in
a flaming anomaly. So, I see the in
vestigation into the expoloslon of
the space-shuttle Challenger as
something that applies not only to
the space program, but to all air
transportation. The witnesses keep
saying NASA, but I keep hearing
TWA.
I choose TWA totally at ran
dom. I could have chosen Eastern
or American, United o f P an Am.
I fact, I could have chosen any o f
the airlines which, since deregula
tion, have veen cutting fares, ham
mering their employees, offering
bonus miles. All this suggests in the
process that safety is not job one.
Making a buck is.
Ju st recently, for instance,
leaders o f the airline pilots union
said that United Airlines, the na
tion’s largest, was cutting costs by
observing only minimal safety stan
dards. Maybe. Union leaders, for
bargaining purposes, sometimes
say things they can not substan
tiate. United responded by citing its

safety record; not a single serious
incident in 1985. Similar charges
were leveled at C ontinental,
Western and Eastern Airlines. And
A m erican A irlines p aid a
$1.5-million fine to the Federal
Aviation Administration in settle
m ent o f charges th a t its
maintenance program was not up
to snuff. -It denied any violations.
The NASA investigation is, of
course, about the shuttle—the one
that goes into, space, not the
steerage-class one that scurries bet
ween Boston, New York and
Washington for Eastern Airlines.

Richard
Cohen
But even on the nonprofit space
shuttle there were pressures. The
program was behind schedule.
There had been criticism. The
President was going to refer to the
shuttle in his S tate.of the Union
message. Morton Thiokol Inc., the
m aker o t the ro ck et, was
negotiating a $ 1-billion NASA con
tract. A plucky and' winning
schoolteacher was being kept
waiting. And o f course space scien
tists like anyone else, like to get on
with it. Jt’s the reason, storm or no
storm, we drive to grandma’s for
Christmans. A schedule has almost
a moral weight.

But even so, a momeht of na
tional epiphany-the instance when
a light bulb of comprehension went
on in our heads—occurred when we
learned that an engineer who had
been arguing against, launch
because o f the cold was given some
haberdashery advice: “ Take off
your engineering hat and put. on
your management hat,” Rob^t K;
Lund, a Morton Thiokol vlce.president for engineering, was’toid. All
o f a sudden, the world looked
different.
,
No enterprise, no company, can
-ever be totally shielded from finan
cial pressures—n or, probably,
should it be. But deregulation has
put enormous pressure on U.S.
airlines. Eastern, a wounded bird,
fled into the wings o f Texas Air to
avoid bankruptcy. Continental
went bust in one life, reorganized
and returhed sans its old unions.
TWA is buying Ozark and mighty
Pan Am, for decades an American
presence in the Pacific and
Manhattan, and to sell both its of
fice building and its onefi-storied
routes to the Orient. The course of
Darwin is upon the airline industry;
only the fittest are surviving.
There are many lessons to be
drawn form the NASA tragedy.
Pick what you want. But for me,
the explosion o f the shuttle.proves
once again that safety is always an
orphan. When it comes to the
airline industry, unless either pro
fits are once again guaranteed o r '
the government once again takes
regulation seiously, the constant
scratching for a buck is going to

push aside safety concerns.
It is too much to ask that an
airline industry scrapping for every
dollar-penalized finacially for
every plane in the shop and
demoralized in the work force by
union-busting tactics and the
specter o f bankruptcies-is not go

ing-to tell soipe pilot what Lund
was told at NASA: Put on your
management hat. When that hap
pens, not even a helmet will help
Richard Cohen is a member o f the
Washington Post Writers Group

The Cowl will sponsor a debate
between Presidential candidate
for Congress, Monday, March
10, 1986 at 8 p.m. in Aquinas
Lounge. The debate will air live
on WDOM beginning at 8.
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•ARTS/ENT]
Red H ot Lovers
at BOP Dinner Theatre
Secret trysts , in the afternoon
make up the fun o f Neil Simon’s
long-run Broadway comedy, Last
O f The Red H ot Lovers, which is
being presented at the BOP Dinner
Theatre on March 20, 1986 begin
ning at 5:30 with hor d’oeuvres.
The play will be performed by the
Alpha Omega Players (Repertory
Theater o f America), a nationally
acclaimed touring company based
in Rockport, Texas.
This play, which was one o f the
first o f the red-hot tickets on
Broadway during its two year run,
struck, a new note in the Simon
Series o f sure fire hits by being a
dead serious comedy, mixing
wistfulness and poignancy with its
constant fun in its tale.of a bumbl
ing Don Juan.
Kevin
M urray
(Barney
Cashman) will portray the superdecent, good citizen, and owner o f a
successful seafood restaurant who,
reaching middle age, is beginning
to worry about the virtue and
uneventfulness o f his life. He
decides that he must have at least
one momentary extra-marital affair
before it’s too late.
Barney makes three preposterous
attempts at being a cheater. Susan
Vagnoni (Elaine) plays the first
failed attempt. She is a frequent
patron of his seafood restaurant,
and a willing partner, but her lack

o f interest in affection conflicts
with Barney’s sense o f romance.
They part in frustration.
He tries again with a spaced-out,
would-be night club singer he has
picked up in the park. Wendy
W olff (Bobbi) portrays this poor
candidate for a meaningful ex
perience. The middle aged Romeo
gets a memorable afternoon, but
alas, no affair.
Discouraged, but undeferred in
his search for a little sin, the fling
seeker invites still a third visitor to
his trysting place, Susan Vagnoni
(Jeanette). She turns out to be one
o f the most depressed ladies ever
encountered and only succeeds in
making Barney suffer the guilt o f
sin without ever having had any o f
its pleasures.
Since author Neil Simon is the
undisputed master of American
comedy, it is not surprising that
every moment o f Barney’s.plight is
wrought with both laughter and
sympathy.
Drexel H. Riley, Artistic Direc
tor and Founder o f Repertory
Theater o f America, is directing.
For information and reservations,
please call 865-2493: Tickets are
$12.50 per person, including a for
mal buffet dinner and the show.
Cocktails start at 5:30, dinner at
6:30 and the show at 8:30. Ticket
sales start on March 12 in the BOP
office.

Buy your tickets now for the BOP Dinner Theatre, featuring the Alpha Omega Players in the ‘Last
o f the Red H ot Lovers. ’

Tom Griffin’s Pasta at Trinity Rep’s
Downstairs Theatre Beginning April 4
Adrian Hall has announced that
the fjnal play o f Trinity Rep’s
Downstairs-Theatre Series will be
Pasta, by Company member Tom
Griffin. Pasta begins on April 4
arid continues through May 18.
Tom Griffin has been an actor
with T/inity Rep since the 1974-75
Season, and has performed in 25
productions since then. Some o f his
recent roles include Reverend John

BOP Fine Arts Dinner Theatre
in '64 Hall
h\i
%lM

Hi
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Tickets on Sale March 12th
!

in BOP Office $12.50

Hale in The Crucible, Nelson
Smedley in The Beauty Part, and
Cleante in Tartuffe.
A writer and playwright, he has
had fiction published here and in
Europe, and has had work produc
ed at numerous regional theatres
and on Broadway. He has been the
recepient o f a 1984 C B S/
D ram atists’ Guild play writing
fellowship, and an LA Drama
Critics nomination for “ outstand
ing achievement in playwriting.

named Slimy and a fence named
Walter have come to collect. They
aren’t very nice. And if that
wasn’t enough, he and Doober.
still have to rehearse for the Annual
Pasta Pageant at work. Pasta is a
quirky, engaging comedy that of
fers irresistable characters in a fun
ny yet touching look at the value
of friendship...and of laughter
itself.
Pasta will be directed by David
Wheeler, who in past seasons has
directed N ot by Bed Alone, The
Pasta is the first o f Tom Grif
Dresser, and Fool fo r Love at
fin’s plays to be produced at Trini
Trinity Rep. The cast and designers
ty Rep. A (lout the play’s selection,
will be announced soon.
Adrian H |ll, Artistic jj%eetqf o f \
P erfqruiances are Tuesday
Trinity Rep, said, “ Doing one of
through Saturday at 8 p.m ., Sun
Tom ’s plays here is long overdue:
day at 2 and 7 p.m ., and selected
He has been a valuable company
Wednesday and Saturday matinees
member, actor, and voice in the
at 2 p.m. For reservations and
theatre. He is a playwright who will
ticket information, call the Box Of
be played more and more in this
fice at 351-4242. Discounts up to
country.”
50 percent are available to groups
Pasta is a comedy with a dif
o f 20 or more. For group informa
ference all its own. Time is runn
tion, call 521-1100. Visa and
ing out for Artie. He owes his
M aster/Card accepted.
bookie money, and a hoodlum

P retty in Pink, A
Typical L ove Story
by Jacqueline Viggiano

A stunning array of costumes from Elissa DeUa-Piana adorns the Hunt-Cavanagh Gallery until March 13.

Costumes and Illustrations
On E xhibit at H unt-C avanagh
by Maria Benischek
This week, the Hunt-Cavanagh
Gallery exhibit takes an innovative
turn with the opening o f Elissa
Della-Piana’s “ Costumes and Il
lustrations ON EXHIBIT.” The
show, which began March 2, will
run through March 13.
The exhibit is devoted to
costume designs for theatre, dance
and m asquerade productions.
Many o f the costumes displayed,
such as Moliere’s The Imaginary
Invalid, were used in the theatre
and opera festivals at Castle Hill

this past summer, an estate with
three playhouses, in Ipswich, Mass.
In both Mrs. Della-Piana’s il
lustrations and costumes, the col
ors are bold and vivid as exhibited
in the cobalt blue o f the illustra
tions o f Chaucer’s Canterbury
Tales’ costumes. The attention to
detail is commendable.
The H.M .S. Pinafore costumes
for example, are used in outdoor
theatres such as Castle Hill, which
sits on a lake. The mist from the
water could wilt the costumes. Mrs.
Della-Piana plasticized the hats and
pinafores to protect them against

Castle Hill’S misty nights.
Mrs. Della-Piana teaches il
lustration at Monste'rrat College ofVisual.Art in Beverly, Mass. She is
also working on a design for an
early Victorian circus for the
Spoleto festival in Charlettestown,
South Carolina this spring.
H unt-C avanagh G allery is
located on Providence College’s
lower campus o ff o f Huxley
Avenue. The Gallery hours: Mon.,
Tues., Wed., Thurs., 9:30 a.m . to
4:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. to 9:30
p.m . Fri. 9:30 a.m . to 4 p.m.

They’re two teens from opposite
sides of the track and love is still
the subject o f Pretty In Pink, the
latest film from director/producer
John Hughes whose credits include
Sixteen Candles, The Breakfast
Club, and Weird Science.
Molly Ririgwald stars as Andie,
an intelligent, slightly off-beat high
school senior who comes from the
blue collar part o f town. Andrew
McCarthy plays opposite her as
Blane, the one “ richie” she falls
for. The couple, o f course, must
contend with the social pressures of
their high school peers, since they
are from different cliques. Blane is
forced to choose between his
reputation and the woman he
loves.
As with the previous Hughes’
films Pretty Ih Pink follows the
tradition o f relating to today’s
teens. The importance o f the prom
is brought into question in this film
as well as p rio rities. Molly
Ringwald is definitely another
trend setter in this role whose war
drobe consists o f antique clothing
with an intellectual, rather than
punky tone.
Jon Cryer is a name to look for
in the future. Previously Mathew
Broderick’s replacement in Neil
Simon’s Broadway smash Brighton

Beach Memories, Cryer shows off
many o f his humorous talents in
the film as Ringwald’s loyal ad
mirer. One talent is his ability to lip
synk; he does a particularly good
job with an Otis Redding classic in
the film.
Two problems I did have with
the film had to do with casting and
subplot. Although Andrew McCar
thy and James Spader, who plays
McCarthy’s snobby friend Stef,
were both excellent in portraying
their roles, I found it hard to ac
cept that they were both back in
high school. Spader especially
looked and acted too old for the
part.
Another problem was subplot,
which was only touched upon in
the film. There is one scene in
which a blow-up occurs between
Andie’s father, played by Marry
Dean Stanton and Andie. Andie
must force her father to accept, that
her mother had deserted them and
isn’t coming back. The film so
briefly mentions the m other’s
desertion in the beginning that it
could have been easily forgotten.
Why the blow-up? I don’t know.
Either develop the subplot more or
abandon the unnecessary climax.
Pretty In Pink is more'm ature
than Sixteen Candles and brighter
than The Breakfast . Club in the
sense that it doesn’t become as
preachy. I enjoyed it. It is a
colorful, humorous uplifting movie
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DETAINMENT
Female Performers Shine
by Heather Wessely
There was a time, not so long
ago, when authors and playwrights
didn’t bury their themes so deep in
their works that it was very easy for
the audience to grasp the message.
However, things sometimes went
too far in the other direction and
the message was delivered so heavyhandedly that the audience can no
longer enjoy the story.
This is what seems to have occur
red with Bertolt Brecht’s Threepen
ny Opera. The tone o f the work is
so overtly didactic that without a
proper stage interpretation, the
play could have become tiresome.
Fortunately, the Brown Universi
ty Theatre was successful in this
regard and was able to present an
Opera with a good mixture o f song
and comedy mixed with a healthy
dose o f social preaching. Their per
formance is just the spoonful of
sugar that Brecht needs for his
medicine to go down.
Because plot and characteriza
tion are minimized at the expense
o f theme, it is very difficult to
evaluate the cast’s individual por
trayals. Brecht’s characters are
often mere caricatures like the in
habitants o f a Dickens novel. But
since much o f the story develop
m ent occurs in th e m usical
numbers, the actors’ vocal talents
become the means o f evaluating
their performances. And there are
some memorable ones. The three

female lead actresses Polly Segal
(Mrs. Peachum), Kim Silverman
(Polly Peachum), and Nancy Bach
(Jenny) all have excellent voices
and gave tru ly enjoyable
performances.
The male portion seems to have .
been drawn from a pool o f lesser
talent. Andrew Barba as Macheath
(Mack the Knife) seemed par
ticularly miscast as neither his voice
nor his acting seemed suited to his
character. He did just not seem
believable as the scoundrel who had
women all over London hanging on
strings.
The other aspects of the produc
tion really served to strengthen the
show. Costumes were attractive
and also served to pick up some of
the slack in characterization left.byBrecht. The small orchestra which
accompanied the production fine
ly complemented the vocal perfor
mances. And even though Brown
b u ffe re d B re c h t’s criticism
somewhat they by no means
watered it down. Sets and lighting
successfully preserved Brecht’s in
tention o f criticizing his audience.
The stripped-down sets, complete :
with a projection screen where the
titles o f the musical audience ap
peared, were at once attractive and
functional for both performance
and theme. Lights also worked in
the same fashion, especially when
they were turned on the audience
as Brecht called upon us to examine
ourselves and our feelings toward

The Threepenny Opera at Brown. Music by Kurt Well; book and lyrics by Bertolt Brecht; English adap
tation by Mare Blitzstein. Andrew Borba as Macheath, Kim Silverman as Bolly Peachum. (Photoeraphv
by John Foraste).
6 K3
the characters.
The net result o f the production,
even accounting for its shortcom
ings, is an enjoyable show from
which it is even possible to learn
something. Bertolt Brecht should
thank goodness for Brown
T h eatre-^th ey seem to have
rescued The Threepenny Opera
from th e m ire o f didactic
melodrama which all too often
makes socially-conscious literature
merely mediocre.

Book Review:

The New! Improved! Bob & Ray Book
By Charles F . Duffy
The N ew Improved! B ob and Ray
Book By Bob Elliott and Ray
Goulding (GP Putnam ’s Sons,
1985)
Every Bob and Ray fan has his
own favorite skit by the undynamic
duo, and I guess mine is one from
about 20 years ago. (Bob and Ray
are timeless, like most good things
out o f Boston: Fenway P ark, bak
ed beans, the MFA). As I recall it,
Bob (aka Wally Ballou) was inter
viewing
Ray
(pom pousus
Americanus, as' usual) as if on a
morning TV show. The situation:
a cooking program. The iin-haute
cuisine: the preparation o f a
bologna sandwich.
For 10 minutes they kept it up,
and by the time Wally got around
to asking, “ And which side o f the
knife do you spread the mustard
with?” well, I was on the floor,
pounding th e rug, gasping for mer
ciful air, and giving those risible
stomach muscles a rare work-out.
How in the name o f non sequitur do they do it? A bland in
terviewer who asks the usual stupid
questions, a stupider respondent
who invariably answers irrelevant
ly, and a few simple props like
pumpernickel, mustard, a knife,
and bologna. O ut o f such little
seeds, much baloney.
Then there’s the more recent skit
in which roving reporter -ly Ballou
visits the G reat Lakes Paper Clip
Factory, “ where we still make them
by hand.” It’s slow work, but
there’s a lot o f pride at Great
Lakes. True, the workers get paid
by the box, which works out to
about 17 cents an hour; but then,
as the company president darkly
demurs, “ We don’t like to pry in
to th e p riv a te lives o f o u r
employees.”
No one escapes this inspired lowkey satire. Politicians, sportscasters, commercials for things
better left unadvertised like “ Ein-

binder Flypaper,” trend-setters of
all spots and sfripes, the soaps
(“ how, another chapter in the
endless story o f intrigue at...Garish
Summit” ), consultant folk who
purport to tell us everything from
how to be born to how to be
buried, as they guffaw all the way
to the bank with the money o f this
minute’s many suckers.
And their characters’ names!
There’s Doctor Elmer Stapley, the
Word Wizard; Biff Burns from the
Sports Room; Lupis Bartlow,
C ounselor-at Law; GL Hummerbeck, presidential hopeful;
Ward Stuffer—Book Critic (!),'
Fern Och Veek, Sickly Whale Oil
Processor; Neil Clummer, national
Mr. Hobby.

As for professional equipment,
Bob and Ray use only their own
wonderful voices (trained in the
W HDH radio days) and s 20 year
old Webcor tape recorder. No
writers, no mixers, no dubbers, no
video consultants, not a word pro
cessor o r VFR in sight. They just
make it all up, all by themselves,
with the kind o f nutty deadpan
mim ickry th a t m akes Boston
so...well, so unlike New York,
Vegas, o r L.A.
Most refreshing of all these days;
although they take the dry measure
o f our boundless American habit
o f the solemn pursuit o f the trivial,
it’s all done in good taste with nonhostile humor. To put it another
-way, when Bob and Ray made a
guest appearance on Saturday
Night Live some years ago, that
sick crew cleaned up its act, out of
embarassment, for that one night
at least. Golly, Biff, they’re almost
saints, those two cutups!
Long live Bob and Ray! (Well,

for another 40 years, anyway.)
They’re hilarious even when they’re
not speaking, side-splitting when
they are. Yet, only once did I ever
catch one o f them with a trace of
a smirk at his own antics.
Grab this book o f thei) latest
scripts. So what if it’s only reading
for the morning trip to.the Lilac
Lodge? At the very least, it’ll
loosen up your lower tract. You’ll
find The N ew! Improved! Bob &
Ray Book on the new book shelf ,
in Phillips. (That’s tjie library,
Wally, where we store away our
books here at this college o f Higher
Learning.” ) And you’ll notice, by
the way, that they get quite a nice
com plim ent in an adm iring
foreword from Garrison Keillor of
Prairie Home Companion. It seems
like mute acknowledgment from
the high priest o f yuppie humor
that comic culture still begins back
East.
“ Why, they’ll never go out of
style, Biff. Just like Einbinder
Flypaper: you’ve gradually grown
to trust it and them over the course
o f three generations.”

Please Note...
The Department of Business Ad
ministration is now accepting ap
plications from students wishing to
declare either a Business major
(Accounting, Business Administra
tion, Finance or Marketing) or
enrolling in the Business Studies
Program.
Applications are available in
Koffler 109, Monday 'hrough Fri
day, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The deadline for all applications
is Friday, March 14,1986. NO EX
CEPTIONS W ILL BE MADE. It
is very important that you abide by
this deadline- otherwise you will be
unable to register with other
majors.

Reading at Blackfriars
With Father Cunningham
by Alicia Roy
It began with an innocent inquiry
about fine books. Twenty years
later, it still continued.
On Wednesday, March 5 at 8
p.m ., the Blackfriars Theatre will
present this correspondence in a
staged reading o f 84 Charing Cross
Road as adapted by James RooseEvans from the book by Helen
Hanff.
84 Charing Cross R oad reveals
the life o f a struggling N$w York
Writer named Helene H anff along
w ith the sta ff o f a London
iiBooks Hop. These tWo-parties car-ried on a remarkable correspon
dence.
For two decades, from 1949 to
1969, they wrote letters which en
compassed a period extending from
the severe rationing imposed in Bri
tain after World War. II to the a d
vent o f the Beatles. These letters
became a chronicle o f an era as well

as a record o f deep friendship.
Helene Hanff is the author of the
book 84 Charing Cross Road in
which she originally published her
correspondence with the Londonbookshop, Marks & Co.
Hanff is a playwright, children’s
writer and television screenwriter.
Directing the staged reading is
Father Matthew Powell, O.P.
Helen H anff will be dramatically
read by Linda Reid and Mary
Koisch will read Cecily Farr, Max
ine.S tuart, Joan Todd and the
Flight Attendant. Also appearing
will be Fr. John F. Cunningham,
O .P .—the President o f Providence
College. Fr. Cunningham will be
Frank Doel.
Tickets for the staged reading ’
will be $1. The Box Office at the
Blackfriars Theatre will open at
6:30 p.m. on Wednesday, March 5.
Reservations may be made by call
ing the Box Qffice at 865-2218.

The PC Poetry Reading:
Take a Risk and Win!
Now is the time to summon your
courage and your confidence and
enter the annual Providence Col
lege Poetry Contest. Interested
Providence College students should
type up four o f their own poems
and submit them for consideration
to Jane Lunin Perel c/o the English
Department
The contest is limited to 15 con
testants. All must be PC students
(of any major) who have submit
ted four typed poems to Professor
Perel by Monday, March 10. 3:30
p.m. Students will be informed if
they have been accepted into the
competition.
The annual PC Poetry Contest

„
CAMPUS
ADVERTISING REP
Be responsible for placing
advertising materials on your
campus bulletin boards. Work
on exciting marketing
programs for clients such as
American Express, AT & T,
Sony and Sierra Club. Choose
your own hours. Good
For more information call,
1-800-426-5537 9-5 pra.
(West Coast time)
Representative Program
American Passage
500 Third Ave West
Seattle, WA 98119

will take place on Wednesday,
March 19, at 8 p.m. in Aquinas
Lounge. Prizes and trophies will be
awarded. Judges to be announced.
All are welcome to attend.

Summer or Fall 1986
Summer 1987

WASHINGTON
OR

LONDON
INTERNSHIPS
SUMMER SESSION ONLY
at Wadham College
of the University of

OXFORD
Accredited courses in government,
economics, journalism and pre
law by an outstanding faculty.
Full Academic Year Programs at
the London School of Economics,
St. Andrews Universities, for
Qualified Juniors and Seniors.
All credits transferred through
Hampden-Sydney College, Virginia
(Founded in 1776)
Inquiries to:
Mrs. Janet Kollek, J.D.
Admissions Director
The Washington International
Studies Center
212-724-0804 or 0136
(EO/AA)
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT UPDATE
CLUBS
by Jen LaTorre
Alias Smith and Jones, 50 Main
.St., East Greenwich. 884-0756.
Every Mon. Nite is 51bs. Lobster
Raffle
Every Wed. Tom Hines (DJ)
Every Thurs. Coleen Shea
Every Fri. Poor Boy
Every Sat. White Lines
Frat House, 1522 Smith Street,
North Providence. 353-9790.
Every Sun. Coda
Every Mon. Precisions
Every Tues. Touch
Wed. Warm Missies
Thurs. thru Sat. Probers
.7 Every Thurs. is College Night
Flagg’s, 3172 Pawtucket Ave.,
Providence. 433-1258
Every Wed. The Honeymooncrs
Thurs Rage
F ri..& Sat. The Honeymooners
.' lu es. Run 21 & Precious
Ciliary's, 198 Thames St., Bristol
253-2012.
Fri. I.ynnc & Her Boyfriends
Sat. Loaded Diice
G u lliv e r’s^,
Farnum
Pike,
Smithfield. 231-9898.
Every Mon. Fallen Angel
Every Tues. Second Aye.
Every Wetj. The Name
Thurs.-Sat. Strut
J.R .'s Fastlane, Washington St.,
Providence. 273-6771 ;
Every Sun. Touch
Every Wed. Strut ‘
This Fri. and Sat. Warm Missies
KirBy’s, R t. 7, S m ith field .
231-0230
Every Tues. English
Every Thurs.-Sat. DJ for Dance
Club
Every Thurs. Nite is Ladies Nite
$.50 Drinks 8-10
Last Call Saloon, 15 Elbow St.,
Proyidence. 421-7170.
_Wed.’s Groovemasters Thurs.
Young Neil & The Vipers

Fri. The Shake w/Black Beats
Sat. Buster Poindexter & his
Banshees o f Blue w/The Dames
Sun. All Age Rock Show
Mon. Comediac: Zombies of the
Stratosphere
Tues. Young Buck's
Living Room, 273 Promenade St.,
Providence, 521-2520.
Lupo’s, 377 W estminster St., Prbvidence. 351-7927 or 351-4974.
Every Tues. Tom Keegan&The
Language
Every Wed. Max Creek _
Thurs. Masaii Regal; Minestic
Janniers
Fri. Schemers; Push Push
Sat. B-Willey Smith
Sun. Funk Nite
Mon. Buckwheat Vydeco; Us
sont pietas band
M ulio o n ’s Saloon, 250 South
Waters St., Providence. 331-7523.
Wed. The Avoca:cieli band
T h u rs.-S a t.
W est
M eath
Bachelors
Sun. Dara Down
Periwinkle’s, The Arcade, Pro
vidence. 27‘)t0170.
Every Sunjand Wed. Frank San
tos R-rated. hypnotist
Everyi.T'ues. FIashback'iand 50’s
& 60’s Acapeila performance
Every T h u rs. Open Nite
Comedy-Amatuer’s
Every Fri. and Sat. Comedy
Review-Professionais

ON SCREEN
by Jen LaTorre
Avon Repertory Cinema, Thayer
St., Providence. 421-3315.
Mon. & Tues.
Agnes o f God 7:15
The Jagged Edge 9:15
Wed. & Thurs.
. zeiig •
Mishotna
Cable C ar Cinema, North M ain»’
St., Providence: 272-3970 !?

The Official Story
7:00 9:15
Castle Theater, 1029 Chalkstone
Ave., Providence. 831-2555.
Rocky IV
Runaway Train
Nightmare on Elm St. II
7:00 9:00
Sat. & Sun, 13
Lincoln Mall Cinema, Rt. 116, Lin
coln. 333-2130.
Quick Silver
1:00 3:05 5:10 7:10 9:15
Back to the Future
12:45 3:00 5:10 7:25 9:35 - ; , '
jewel-of the Nile • N
3:10 5:15 7:30
Hollywood Vice Squad
1:10 3:10 5:10 7:20 9:25
Proviience College
Agnes o f God
Sat. 7 10
Black Couldron
Sun, 8 10
Colonels Corner
Fri.-Sat. Bring Down Tom
Show case C inenta, Seekonk.
336-6020.
The Color Purple
1:15 8:00
F/X
. 12:30 7:25 10:05
Down&Out in Beverly Hills
I2:$0 7:25 9:45
Delta Force
1:45 7:20 9:50
..The House
if: 60'7:40 9:55
The Hitcher
1:20 7:45 10:00
Pretty in Pink
1:10 7:35 9*40
Wild Cats
12:40 7:30 9:50
Warwick Mall Cjhemq, Warwick.
738-9070.
Quick Silver
1:00 3:05 5:10 7:10 9:15
Trip to the Bountiful
1:00 3:05 5:10 7:20 9:30
'Jewel o f the Nile
'
l:0Ck'3:10 5:15 7‘3CL9:4o 1

ART EXHIBITS
by Christine Parisi
Bell Gallery, List Art Center, 11
arn-4 pm, Sat.-Sun. 1-4 pm.
Definitive Statements: American
A rt 1964-66, Mar. 1-30.
Boston Museum of Fine Arts,
T ues.-S un;
10am-5pm,
(617)267-9377. Free introductory
tours o f the Asiatic Collections)'
Tues.-Fri. 11:30 am and 1:30 pm;
Hunt-Cavanaugh Art Gallery, Pro
vidence College, lower campus.
Mon.-Thur. 9:30 am-4:30 pm,
6:30-9:00 pm; Fridays 9:30 am-4:00
pm.
Rhode Island School of Design
Museum 224 Benefit St., Pro
vidence. 331-3511. Hours: Tues.,
Wed., Fri. and Sat. 10:30 am-5:00
pm; Thur. 12:00-9:00 pm; The
Eden o f America: Rhode Island
Landscapes 1820-1920 thru April
27! Insect Prints and Insects thru
May 25; Batiks fro m Southeast
Asia thru May 25; Prints, Draw
ings and Photographs fro m Rhode
Island’s Private Collection thru
April 27.
Rhode Island Watercolor Society
Gallery, Slater Memorial Park, A r
mistice Blvd, Pawtucket, R.I.
726-1876. Gallery hours: Tiles.-Sat.
10:00 am-4:0Q pm, Sun. 1:00-5:00
pm. Works o f George Cousins,
Virginia C. Davol, Robert Pomfret
Mar. 9-28
Woods-Gerry Gallery, 62 Prospect
St., Providence. Mon.-Fri. 9:00
am-4:00 pm; Sat. 11:00 am-4:00
pm; Sun. 2:00-5:00 pm. Senior
Thesis Exhibition Mar. 6-19.
URI Main Gallery, Kingston, RI,
792-2131. Mon,-Fri. 12-3 pm,
Tues.-Fri. 7:30-9:30 pm.. Urban
Mythologies thru Mar. 7; the
works o f Gary Richmah thru Mar.
14.
i

Smith G oodrich Gallery, 262
Weybosset St., 751-5651.100years
o f A rt in Rhode Island: Drawings
and Paintings 1850-1950 thru Mar.
22 WedrSat. noon to 5 ppL
Providence Art Club, 11 Thomas
St., hrs. daily 10-4 pm, Sat. 12-4
pm. Sun. 3-5 pm. Norm McKittrick; Colors to Evoke the Imagina
tion Mar. 2-14.

ON STAGE
Providence P erfo rm in g A rts
Center,220 Weybosset St..P ro
vidence 421-2997. For ticket infor
mation call 421-ARTS.
Trinity Square Repertory Co;, 201
W ashington S t., Providence;
521-1100. Life and Lim b by Keith
Reddin in the downstairs theatre
Feb. 7-Mar. 23. Pasta by Tom
Griffin April 4-May 18 in the
downstairs theatre.
Call Fr. McPhail’s office Mon. and
Tues. regarding $1.00 tickets to
Trinity Rep.
Brown Theatre, Providence RI,
863-2838. The Gossips by’ Carlo
Goldoni Mar. 12-17. Peelings by
Akin Babatunde at Churchill
House-T55 Angell St. 863-3558
Mar. 7-23 at 8 pm.
2nd Story Theatre, 75 John St.,
273-4196. The Dining Room by
A.R. Gurney, Jr. Fri-Sat. thru
Mar. 22 at 8 p.m.
Blackfriars Theatre, Providence
College, 865-2327. Theatre Alum
ni Staged Reading o f 84 Charing
Cross Road, Mar. 5 at 8 pm.
City Nights Dinner Theatre, Elks
Building Complex, Pawtucket
723-6060, presents The Fantasticks,
March 7, 8, 14,15, 21, 22, 28, 29;
April 4, 5, 11, 12. Call for
reservations.

CONCERTS
Bostson Museum of Fine Arts, The
Friends o f Dr. Burney, Mar. 16 at
3 pm.
Center for the Arts, 119 High St.,
Westerly, RI 596-2854. Luncheon
Concert Series and Just Desserts
Series present Centuries o f Love at.
noon and 8 pm, Mar. 7.

BOP NEW S
A ljpies of(jocL
Saturday, March 8th
in ’6 4 Hall
Showings: 7 & 10

L e c tu re p r e s e n t s ...

Sunday
March 9th
in ’6 4 Hall
Showings: 8 & 10

LECTURES
Providence Public Library, 150
Empire St., 521-7722. Geoffrey
Wolff,.M ar. 6 at 5 pm.

All movies $ 1 .0 0
" Popcorn, Soda, & Candy ■
Available

D EREK SANDERSON
fo rm e r B ru in ’s h o c k e y p la y e r
in ’ 6 4 H a ll
W ed n esd a y , M a rc h 1 2 th
a t 7 :3 0

- -=** J g T \

w

‘‘H!S-r ^

Featuring a film and lecture

with a

D J.
Saturday, March 15th
9-1
M ust be 21 or over.
Tickets; $5.00 on sale in B.O .P. Office
Thurs. & Fri. 9:30-3:30 / Sat. 1-4
M ust show license and PC I.D.

Due to a change In parade times, we are unable to run the trip to
Newport for the S t. Patrick's Day Parade. Watch for details for up
coming travel trip to Fanuell Hall April l'2th.

The
Cowl
Keeps
You
Informed
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CLASS OF 86 & 87

RING DAYS

THURSDAY & FRIDAY
MARCH 6 & 7
10 AM - 2 PM
ROOM 103, SLAVIN CENTER
Rings m ay be ordered, serviced, or adjusted.
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FEATURES
R etinal A rcade
R ocks P C ...
by Kendra Bogosian

Friday night in 64- Hall, three
Providence College students and
one PC grad will take the stage as
the opening group for NRBQ.
T he fo u r m usicians: Pete
Phillips, Vince Zandri, John Simp
son, and Andrew Quinn.
The group: Retinal Arcade.
Pete, 21, and Vince, 21, played
with two former PC students last
year as Cost-of-Living. The group
dispersed last fall and in
November, John joined what
became Retinal Arcade.
The band played at The Living
“Room in Providence, at parties,
and made a demo tape. Yet with
Pete singing lead and playing
guitar, Vince taking care o f vocals
and the drums, and John playing
bass, there was still something
missing. That something turned out
to be Andrew, 20, and his electric
guitar,
The Cowl spoke with the band
recently. Here is what we learned.
Why the name Retinal Arcade?
They claim that they were look
ing for tw o words that never get
put together and “ arcade” is an
’80s term that, was stuck in Pete’s
niind. '

“ It really doesn ’t mean
anything,” Pete stated, “ although
it sounds kind of spacey which is
fine.”
Retinal Arcade plays mostly
upbeat rock and roll that hints at
folk.
Pete writes the music and the
lyrics are the creation o f anyone,
literally, who contributes them.
The band’s dozen or so songs are
all completely structured, focusing
on four p a rts- an introduction, a
verse, the chorus, and a break. The
break irfollowed by another verse
and a repeat o f the chorus.
The guys do not deny that it is
difficult going to school full-time,
in John’s case holding a full;time
job, practicing, and. organizing and
playing gigs. Yet they eagerly stated
that they are alsways willing to play
in' someone’s basement for free
beer.
Was there anything that any of
them wanted to add?
“ It’s the first band I’ve ever been
in. 1 love it and would be more than
happy to play as long as the other
three want to continue,” confess
ed John.
Watch for Retinal Arcade!

\

ir

Let your fingers do the dialing
and reach out and touch over
30,000 Rhode Island firms.
The Yellow Pages have a new
competition that makes your local
businesses just a phone call away.
Two local businessmen, Robert
C. Lowry and Larry E. Manire,
have started a new telephone infor
mation service which serves the
Providence, Westerly, W oon
socket, and Newport areas.
By dialing 351-4000, a person
can get information on virtually
any Rhode Island business very
conveniently. The service, called
Livewire, is available Monday
through Friday from 8 am to 8 pm
and on Weekends from 11 am to
8 pm.
This new livewire service seems
to have many advantages over the
Yellow Pages. The public has
already made over 350,000 calls
with increasing popularity.
One reason is the service is fast.
Livewire operators have computers

Drop the book !!

Join in Bike-A id ’86 and Pedal
for P rogress this Sum m er
by Charles Seavey

Last August, Stanford students
"Shaun Skelton .and N aiir Ahmad
thought of a new way to get college
students involved on a national
level with raising awareness o f the
. needs o f developing.countries.
Their ideas was' Bike-Aid, a
cross-country bicvcle, trip ..that
would have not oriemuislx W>me$.’"
Bike-Aid ’86 will begin on June'
ready to give you both information
16. Students will start in Seattle,
and phone numbers o f the closest
Portland, San Francisco, Los
businesses to you.
Angeles, Houston, and Tampa and
They can corriment on a
converge in Washington, DC.
restaurant’s menu, discounts, a
From Washington, the groups will
store’s hours, or credit terms.
bike en masse to the United Na
This gives the consumer a better
tions in New York, arriving on
understanding in choosing a
Aug.
11.
business.
Since August,. Bike-Aid has
Another improvement, is that the
become big-time and big news.
list o f businesses os constantly be
Numerous celebrities have become
ing updated as opposed to the year
patrons \o f Bike-Aid, including
ly editions published o f the Yellow
five-time Olympic Gold Medalist
Pages. This gives a current picturee
Eric Heiden and U.S. Senators Ed
on the many new businesses
ward Kennedy and Bill Bradley.
available.
Shaun Skelton, a Stanford stu
There is no charge for your call
dent, is the head coordinator o f the
either unlike the telephone com
project. Nazir Ahmad, also a Stan
pany which charges an additional
ford student, is the co-founder of
25 cents after your fifth call.
the Overseas Development Networl
With these new developing a
(ODN), the organization sponsor
growing number o f callers.
ing Bike-Aid.
So, the next time you need infor
Skelton emphasized that the trip
mation and the phone number of
will
not be overly strenuous and
a local business, Livewire says.
could be accomplished by most
“ Drop the Book! Pick up the
anyone.
Phone!”
Covering a daily average o f 60
For fast, free service, Livewire is
miles, the bikers will be on the road
the one to call..
only four of five hours a day. In
jured or fatigued bikers will be able
to ride in trucks leading and follow
ing the groups. .V**"
Skelton and Ahmad said that
they hoped that the trip will help”
combat world poverty in two ways.
First, they said, it will raise,
funds; each biker' will solicit
enough sponsors and hometown
support to raise between $1000 and
$5000. The trip as a whole is ex
pected to raise at least $1 million.
Second, . the trip will raise
awareness, they said. Through per
sonal contact, slide shows in each
town, and extensive media atten
tion, they hope that the problems
o f developing countries will be
brought to .th e attention o f the
American Public.
Eighty percent of the money rais
ed by Bike-Aid will go to selfinitiated self-help projects in
developing countries. These pro
jects differ from relief aid because
they are planned and carried out by
those who are being aided.

Hang Up The Yellow Pages
and Call Live Wire!
by Beverly Connolly

Retinal Arcade’s Pete Phillips, John Simpson, Vince Zandrt and Andrew Q uinn, will be appearing F ri
day night in concert at P C . Pete, Vince and Andrew are P C students and John is a recent grad.

r.

The remaining twenty percent of
the proceeds will be split between
college fellowships for young peo.:
pie from developing countries, and
support fOr development projects
in impoverished areas within the
United States.
In addition to the practical ef
fects o f raising awareness and raising.:m%ey> the trip wifi also have .
a symbcfll’c message. .
-V
Ahmad explained: “ The trip is
sym bolic o f developm ent in
general. For in development, you
have to follow different paths to
the same goal; you have to work
hard; and you have to know where
you are going.
“ By ending in the UN, which is
despite all its faults still the only
truly international forum, we are
affirming that we are all coming
together, and that the cause we are
advocating transcends limited
perspectives,” he said.
The trip’s coordinators noted
that it is not necessary to bike all
3300 miles o f the trip to help the
cause. One could join the group for
a day or two as it passes through
his or her home town.
Moreover, biking on the trip is
not the only way people can help

out with the effort, Bike-Aid
organizers stressed. Help in the
planning and preparation stages of
the trip is needed throughout the
country.
Ahmad and Skelton said that irivaluable assistance can also be
given when the bikers pass through
one’s part o f the country this
suhnper.
•
.
^
By organizing a slide srow, Win
ner, or a place for the bikers to
sleep, one could not only help the
bikers along their journey but also
help them to touch more people,
they said.
Those who plan to participate in
Bike-Aid claimed that the rewards
o f the trip will be many: an ability
to effectively and concretely help
people in developing countries, a
chance to see one’s own country by
bike, and a chance to meet and in
teract with hundreds o f different
peopje along the way.
Individuals or groups o f friends
who would like to participate in or
help organize Bike-Aid should
write: Bike-Aid ’86, PO Box 2306,
Stanford, CA 94305 (riders should
include $5 for registration).
Discount bicycles and return air
fares are available for participants.

The Overseas Development Network presents . . .

Pedalling lor progress

Juna 16 - August 11

P ick up the phone

JOIN US! Students, teachers and community members
are spending their summer bicycling across Americagivlng presentations on world development and raising
money fo r self-help projects.
Yes, I will be part of Bike-Aid '86! I would like to:
[] Ride with Bike-Aid'86 for all or part Name____________________
of the way. My $5.00 check for the Address
______________
registration packet is enclosed:
City/St/Zip________________
[) Help organize Bike-Aid '86 locally. Club/Other______________
(] Sponsor a rider. I pledge $
(] Learn more about Bike-Aid '86
Write: Bike-Aid '66, P.O. Box 2306, Stanford C A 94305
Blka-Ald '88 Is sponsored by the Overseas Development Network,
the nationwide student International development organization.
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Ex-Bruin Derek Sanderson at PC
From a Hockey Stick to a Cane
A sa professional hockey player
this man had had it all.
From a small town in Canada he
came in to win the coveted title of
“ Rookie o f the Year” in the Na
tional Hockey League when he was
just 21 years old.
It didn’t stop there, either.
He played with the Boston
Bruins and helped bring home the
World’s Championship, then went
on to sign a $2.65 million contract
with the Philadelphia Blazers which
made him the highest paid athlete
in the world.

All o f that was short lived,
though, as he started abusing
alcohol, cocaine and quaaludes. It
didn’t take long for him to lose
everything he had, and end up on
a bench in New York Central Park
with nothing but a bottle.
Things are different for Derek
Sanderson today. Because with the
help of close friends he has manag
ed to tu rn his life around
significantly.
And' lie has a message for us
that’s pertinent to our society,
where drugs and alcohol are a

15

"

serious problem.
He tells us how imperceptible
and gradual addictions are, and
how horrifying the journey can be
once you’re hooked. His vivid
presentation is brought to life with
an elaborate visual package, in
cluding scenes from his hockey
career.
He has appeared nationally on
Phil Donahue and Johnny Carson
and, in his program, will show ex
cerpts from his interview, on 60
Minutes with Harry Reasoner on
CBS-TV in which he talks about his
roller coaster ride down.
Derek Sanderson’s presentation
is powerful and convincing. And
we have a lot to learn from a story
that is all too real for him.
Sanderson will be speaking at
Providence College on Wednesday,
March 12, at 7:30 p.m. in ’64 Hall.
Admission is free.

Did You Know?
What characterizes a young entrepreneur? Accor
ding to the February Reader's Digest, more than
half o f them are first-born children, many from im
migrant families. What they all have in common
is a good intellect, inner drive and a clear-cut
purpose.
Black History — Part IV
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Jennifer Maulisby
E d i t o r ’s p o le : T h e f o l l o w in g is
p a r t f o u r o f a f o u r p a r t se rie s
in r e c o g n itio n o f B la c k H is to r y
m o n th .

Frederick Douglass had crossed
the ocean three times, once fleeing
America for his life. But he did not
remain abroad. He always came
home to battle for his people. His
father was white but, nevertheless,
Frederick was born a slave.
When Frederick was born in the
backwoods o f Maryland his name
was not Dbuglass. It was Bailey.
He was taken from his parents of
an early age and placed at another
plantation where he was cared for
by a mean, old hag who whipped
him often.
Frederick learned How to read
gradually with the help o f his white
playmates. At the age o f 13, with
50 cents earned from shining shoes,
he bought a copy of The Colum
bian Orator, which included the

5
28 2
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Frederick D ouglass: A Fighter
for Freedom

:

i>4

©EdwardJulius Collegi

speeches o f W ilIi|m Pi(t and other ,y
great men. Many o f the speeches '*
were about liberty and freedom "as
applied to white people, o f course.
But young Frederick took them to
heart. “ I wish myself a beast, a
bird, anything rather than a slave;”
he said. His whole life eventually
became a dedication to freedom.
Frederick learned to write on his
own and studied the bible. He was
asked to be a Sunday school in
structor. But on his second Sunday
in the Sabbath school, a white mob
rushed in armed with sticks and
stones and drove everybody away.
F rederick was known as a
“ dangerous Negro” because he
could read and write. The whites
believed that he was putting
thoughts into other Negros’ heads.
Shortly after this his master sent
him away to a “ Negro.Breaker” to
be made a better slave"that is, to
be tamed or “ to be broken in” by
a “ Negro Breaker” .
The man’s name was Covey.
Covey flogged Frederick with
ox'goads and whipped him for a

seaman’s papers, he leaped on train
just as it reached Baltimore. A day
later, he reached New York. A
dream at last came true. He belong
ed to himself.
Frederick became one o f the
leaders o f the Republican party. He
was made a United States marshall
and the list goes on.
Frederick is 'known for his
famous speech called “ What the
Black Man W ants.” It’s a speech,
which tells the white man to set the
black man free to stand on his own
two legs, go to school an be what
he wishes to be.
The only school from which
Douglass ever graduated was the
school o f slavery. His diploma was
the sears on his back. But he had
about him a wit and wisdom that
many a better educated persons did
not posses. His speeches moved
thousands to action.
Frederick Douglass was truly a
fighter for freedom, his own, and
others.

R H H R C H PAPBRt
ACROSS
1 M*A*S*H c harac ter
6 Hindu t i t l e
11 Ended up as
12 Word w ith scout o r
show
14 Pertain in g to heat
15 Tendency to keep
moving
17 V igila nt
18 Vexes
20 Custard Ingredient
21 Design
22 "Ten ----- a Dance"
23 Family ----24 Goddess o f dawn
25 ----- milk
26 Revolves and buzzes
27 A f a tt y acid
29 Heats
30 Richard Nixon's
downfall
32 S p ill the ----34 In th e middle
38 Deserve
39 Curves
40 B ullring cheer
41 Prepare to publish

42
43
44
45
46
47
49
51
62
53
54

Methods
Weaving apparatus
Than: Ger.
Attack from a ll
sides
Adagio o r a lle g ro
Torn, ragged
c lo th es
L ite ra ry devices
O ptical Illu sio n
Trucked
Concerns
Wild animal track

14
16
19
•22
23
25
26
28
29

Cod and May
"Rock o f ----- "
Mediate
C h esterfield s
Babe R uth's
number
One o f our
p resid en ts
E le c tric a l u n its
A n ticip ate
Items f o r a
magician
College su b ject
Wild uproar
C ontroversial
More spacious
Ran o f f to Gretna
Green
Public ex h ib itio n s;
f o r sh o rt
G ist
Foremen
Amalgamate
Slow, in music
Declining market
Spanish bull
S y llab le in

31
32
33
DOWN
35
1 Phonograph recording 36
2 Tree seed
3 Move suddenly
37
4 -" — Blue?"
5 Make anew
38
6 Circus poles
39
7 Ebbs
42
8 Malt brews
43
9 Mai de ----45
10 Meantime
46
11 48
13 P rin c eto n 's fo o tb all
50 Converse

East Side
TYPING
SERVICE

ATTENTION :
The BOP’s trip
to the
St. Patrick’s
Day Parade on
March 15th is
cancelled.
Watch for a trip
to Faneuil Hall
in April!

M-F 8:30 am - 7 pm
Saturdays & Sundays 1-6 pm
Term Papers - Resumes - Business
Letters 50 cents each in quantities
Open 7 Days
190 Angell Street
421-7080

W r ite rs ’

’ 14,27* to choose from—sR aubjscts
Ordw Cutop Today with V-m/MC or COO

IG & § 800-351-0222

in CsW. (213) 477-8226
|Or, rueh 82 00 to: Beaiarch Assistance
1t$2«*oAve»a»8S,U»Ang«iwCA900S

j £ i r |
! ’C T B M L

The PnHsshatl

Typist—shoe

Block C u re d

Send $2 for catalog o f over 16,000
topics to assist your writing efforts and
help you defeat W riters' Block. For
fo, call TOLL-FREE 1-800-621-5745.
(In Illinois, call 312-922-0300.) Authors’
Research, Rm. 600-N, 407 S. Dearborn,
Chicago, IL 50605.

W E ’RE Y O U R
TYPE
421-0401
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Need Help Studying?

Thought fo r the Week...
66The world is round and the place
w hich m ay seem like the end m ay
also be the beginning J f
Iv y B a k e r P r i e s t (1905-1975)

It Only Happens Once
in a Lifetime
This will be the best lime to see
Halley’s Comet in its true beauty.
However, the moon will become a
factor from the 21st until the end
of the m onth,. spoiling the view.
To assist the public in locating
Halley’s Comet, Roger William’s
Park Museum will sponsor two free
programs describing Halley’s Com
et and showing the best times, dates
and places to view this once-in-alifetinie event.
Programs wilt be Saturday,
March 16, at 10 a.m., and Wednes
day, March 19, at 3:30 p.m. Both
programs are free and open to the
public.
For more information, call the
Roger Williams P.ark Museum of
NaturaJ History,'.Providence.

During March, Halley’.s Comet
is visible every morning, about 1Zi
hours before dawn.
Unfortunately, for southern
New England, it will be very low
to the horizon, so trying to view it
may be rather inconvenient.. For
our latitude, Halley’s Cornet will
average only about 10 ,degrees
above the horizon, so if you have
trees, houses, or other buildings
toward the south and southeast,
you’ll have to leave fhfe-'sgdurityfof
your yard and head down to the .
beach, a field, ..golf course* ,
anyplace with an. unimpeded,
horizon.
As March continues, the trail of
Halley’s Comet will continue-fo
grow, extending up to 30'dCgrees
in length across the sky.

New Book
Available to
Learn About
Leukemia

The Learning Assistance Center
Can Help
by JoAnn Moriarty
The learning Assistance Center
(LAC) is a free service open to all
students. Located in the basement
o f the library in Room 118B, the
LAC offers one-on-one and group
instruction in writing, reading, and
studying, If you’ve never been to
the LAC, or have never even heard
o f it, you may be surprised at how
helpful it can be.
Struggling in Civ? The LAC of
fers one-on-one and group instruc
tion to freshmen and sophomores.
Help sessions are held weekly for
freshmen teams, and individual in
struction is available through ap
pointments o r by just stopping in'.
Because the -LAC uses . peer
tutors, students get a chance to get
another students point of view who
has already been through their
week’s work can be seen through
the perspective o f other-students in 1
the team as well as the peer tutor.
Hours for the help sessions are
as follows: Tean^ A, on Monday, ■
3:00-4:00; Team B, Wednesday,
2:30-3:30; Team C, Wednesday
2:30-3:30; Team Dy .Tuesday,'
2:30-3:30. Sophpmores and honors
team help in Giv is available on
Wednesday from 1:00-3:30.

Thursday 1:30-4:00. Other hours
are available, and to see what times
are compatible with your schedule.
Call for an appointment or simply
stop by the LAC.
If writing gives you trouble, the
LAC can help in this area also.
Peer editors are available for help
with writing papers, taking essay
tests, and in developmental writing.
Walk-in writing help is available on
Tuesdays, 2:15-3:15; Wednesdays,
1:15-2:00, or an appointment can
be made by calling the LAC in
advance.

The most im portant thing to
remember is that the Learning
Assistance Center stresses col
laborative learning: the effort of
students working together with
peers increases the knowledge'of
both the tutor and the students':
since each becomes aware o f the
others learning styles.,
.Hours at the Learning Assistance
Center are 9-4 Monday through
Friday. Call the LAC at 865-2494
for an: appointment or stop in
soon.
"•
';
.,.

T he Leukem ia Society o f
Am erica, Inc., Rhode Island
Chapter announces the availabili
ty o f its new booklet Acute Lym 
phocytic Leukemia to the general
public at no charge.
“ Acute Lymphocytic leukemia is
now considered the more curable
o f all the m ajo r form s o f
leukem ia,” according to S.
Christopher Stowe, Jr., chapter
president.
Acute lymphocytic leukemia
(ALL) is .the leading form of
leukemia in children, representing
approxim ately 85 percent o f
leukemia in patients under age 21.
It is with this type o f leukemia and
this age group—ages three to
15—that the most dramatic pro
gress in treatment and survival is
being achieved. With best treat
ment, between 50 and 75 percent of
children with ALL will survive their
disease, the Leukemia Society
estimates.
There also has been dramatic im
provement in survival rates for
adults with leukemia. A major
treatment center now reports that
survival rates for adults with acute
lymphocytic leukemia are ap
proaching those o f children.
Approximately 2500 adulfs and
children in the United States will be
diagnosed with acute lymphocytic
leukemia this year. .
The Leukemia Society developed
the brochure to briefly explain the
disease: its symptoms, diagnosis,
prognosis, and treatment.- The
booklet also discusses the causes
and risk factors, psychological
responses to a confirmed diagnosis
and current research] A list of ad
ditional reading is included In the
booklet.
For copies o f this booklet, con
tact the Leukemia Society’s Rhode
Island Chapter at 75 Sockanosset
(SnSssroad, CrdWston, •KIT The
phone number is (401) 943-8888.

Classifieds
WANTED
Tickets for the Grateful Dead.
March 30, 31 and April 1. If you
have any please call 861-3078. You
name a price.
One Male Floridian: Preferably
with the initials T .J.R ., blonde,
brown eyes, 5’U ” - 6 ’0” , dog nam
ed Willy, and hobby: sail boat
repair. Must own“ CIass A VW” ,
and be able to handle two girls at
one time. Please Call we need
you!!!!! JCV & KTF
MISC
MM: Aren’t you lucky that your
mother’s not a Cabbage Patch and
you’re not a mutant from space?
HA! HA! MG
Boston Celtics 1—Make room for
another one on the shelf, com
pliments o f Bird, Walton, DJ and
Co. Sorry, LA Fakers. Signed—
Johnny Most.

One way: Anywhere we go.
This Spring Break, if you and ,your :
friends are thinking about heading to the
slopes, the beach or just home for a visit , ,
Greyhound®can take you there. For no more
than $59, one way, if you buy a round-trip
ticket.
From February 7 through May 19, all
you do is show us your college student I D.
card when you purchase your ticket. Your

ticket will then be good for travel for 15 days
from the date of purchase.
So this Spring Break, get a real break.
Go anywhere Greyhound goes for $59 or Jess.
For more information, call Greyhound.
Musi present a valid college student I.D. card upon purchase. No
other discounts apply. Tickets arc nontransferable and good for
travel on Greyhound Lines, Inc., and other participating carriers.
Certain restrictions apply. Offer effective 2.7/86. Offer limited. Not

"Ana leave the driving to usi
1 Sabin Street, 751-8800

Phi Tappa Kegga would like to an
nounce inductions o f Jim “ The
Grandmaster” Funk, Scott Flynn,
“ Battling” Bill Kerr, Thomas
Kucia, and Slapshot into its Hall of
Fame. Ceremonies will be an
nounced at a later date.
*3-5-85 HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
3-5-86*
■
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STATS AND STANDINGS
B g rK EY
MEN’S B A S K E T B A L L STATISTICS
FT
BP PCT.

..FG
PCT.

OR

DR

TR

AVB.

49.7
49.0

77.8
75.0

11
7

34
16

45
23

1.7
1.4

A

ST

TO

BK

PT S
AVS.

127
75

54
29

79
40

2
0

15.1
15.8

MEN’S HOCKEY STATISTICS
SCORING

BILLY DONOVAN
BIS EAST

27
16

STEVE NRIGHT
BIS EAST

27
16

47.8 . 71.7., 80 112
43.2
77.4
4 r r 68

192
109

7.1
6.8

7
3

10 31
7 - 20

54
32

DON BROWN
BIS EAST

25
14

45.0
40.4

27
- 16

46.3
45.6

■ HAROLD STARKS
BIS EAST

23
12

50.9
48.3

68.8
66.7

DAVE KIPFER
BIS EAST

27
16

WATT PAUZ2I
BIS EAST

9.5
8.3

4.7
3.3 ,

34
35
35
33
34
32
34
.35
35
25
35
20
35
26
26
23
11
18
29
12
33
6
24
35

2.9
2.9

PROVIDENCE TOTALS
Opponents Totals

35
35

29
19

45
25

1.3
1.3

49
26

34
17

21

5
8.0
4 ■ 6.8

. 85.0 , .72
84.6 42

78
49

150
91

5.6
'5.7

43
37

30
19

52
30

2
2

9.0
9.3

36
13

41
24

77
37

3.3
3.1

77
36

74
37

64
33

6
6

9.4
9.2

5 |. t ■ 66.3
49.1
66.7

40
23

58
33

98
58

3.6
3.6

18
8

25'
16

46
29

16
11

9.5
9iB

27
16

40.6
41.9

76.6
81.8

20
5

29
12

49
17

1.8
1.1

31
17

22
9

34
18

5
3.

6.4
.6 .0

ERNIE LEWIS
BI6 EAST

27
16

45.1
48.1

89.7.
87.5

34
15

50
31

• 84
46

3.1
2.9

74
36

35
27

30
15

7
7.0
2. . .6 .7

DARRYL HRI6HT
BIB EAST

25
16

37.6
29.0

66.7
59.3

16
11

24
10

40
21

1.6
1.3

16
5

4
2

26
14

JACEK DUDA
BIB EAST

27
16

46.4
45.0

48.1
64.7

27 . 48 c 75
18 25
43

2.3
2.7

12
6

6
4

18
12

17
9

1
0

0.6
0.0

2
1

1
0

1
1

0
1*7
0 V 0.0,

50.0 ! 75.0
0.0
0.0

DICK PENNEFATHER 9
BIS EAST
3
BRYAN BENHAM
BIB EAST

40.0
100.0

3
.3

22.2
0.0

1
0

4
0

5
0

' 3 ^ -•
O ' 0

PC TEAM REBOUNDS
OPP. TEAM REBOUNDS

28

.2
.1

"0 • * 3 # - < t
0
0
0.

- 0 .? * 3 '
0
0.0

GR

Gord Cruickshank-rw
Rene Boudreault-lw
Jim Robbins-rw
Tim Sullivan-c
Shawn Whitham-d
Jim Hughes-d
Artie Yeomeiakis-rw
Steve Bianchi-c
Luke Vitale-lw
Lance Nelson-rw
John DeVoe-d
Andy Calcione-c
Perry Florio-d
Terry Sullivan-rw
John Butterworth-c
Mike Koenig-lw
Brad McClocklin-d
John Ferguson-lw
Michael Flanagan-d
Neven Kardum-c
Mike Brill-d
Tom Lyons^c
Chris Terreri-g
PC Team Credit

16
6

AL ROTH
BIS EAST

63.3
6B.8

1985-86 OVERALL
Name-position

•ift0

0,7

A

29
10
9
9
10
3
7
4
9
2
1
3
4
3
1
0
2
1
0
1
0 .
0
O'.
2

16
45
29/66
22
32
13/26
17
26
8/16
14
23
19/52
11
21
36/83
18
21
8/16
13
19
15
19
11/22
6
15 .
9
11
8/16
9
10
11/30
6
9
3/6
4
8
35/86
2
5
4/8
4
5
5
5
2
4
2
3
1/2
3
3
21/45
0
1
0
0
11/22
0
0
0/0
0 . 0
. 2/4
1
3
8/16

110
143

176
241

Pts

286
384

GOALTENDING

1985-•86 OVERALL

• ,

■jMing' Svs-. Pet.

C.Terrer1(7-16-0)
E.Walsh(4-5-1)
L.Crosby(1-1-0)
Empty Net Goals

109
. 101

G

1360
655
102

787 .901
304 .869
42 .823

P/Min

289/649
293/620

m .

87
46
7
3

.Gaa
3.84
4.21
5,12

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH IIIIIIIH IH IH ,

iiiiiim iiiiiiiiiiiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliijUliil illlilllliiflHlllllin|il|||||||||
PC TOTALS
BIB EAST

27
46.7
16 i 45.1

72.6
73.4

354 510
181 .. 209

973 36.0 . 459 295
470 29; 4
250 167

PC OPPONENTS
BIB EAST

27 ' 49.0
16 52.6

69.7
72.7

313 599
178 376

1013 37.5
554. 34.6

370
250

178
111

412
233

117' 80.1
70 74.9

572
310

124 76.2
93 79.0

Congratulations
Providence
women's
basketball coach Bob Foley
has been named the 1985
=86 Big East Coach of the
Year. The award comes in
his firs t year as coach of
the Lady Friars. Congrat
ulations to Coach Foley
from The Cowl staff.

iiiiiim iiiiim im m iiiiiiiiiiiim iiim iH iiiim m im im m im m m M u m m m H H

..

BP

P C I.

BRITT KING

23

BIG EAST

15

MARY BURKE .

29
16

56.8

BIS EAST

58.0

PCT.

OR

DR

43,6

73.8

9 .6

74.8

95 ■ 174
53
103

269

51.1

156

10.4

84.2

101

7.9

68

24

16.1

126

7.9

37
26

22

55

127
71

228

81.4

10

42

11

16.6

151
87

5 .2
5.4

85
52.

73
45

102
60

7
4 .

13.1

2 .5
1.8

194

51

106

101

28

46

2
0

12.3

J0ANIE POWERS

29

70.4
71,4

97

16

50.3
49.1

54

BIB EAST

33

54

DORIS SABLE
BIB EAST

29
16

44.6
47.7

77.4
75.3

6

DIANN. REYNOLDS
BIB EAST

29 ' 50.7
16 46.7

74.1
77. B

11

DOREEN FERGUSON
BIB EAST

29
16

53.8
62.3

72.8
65
67,2 : -37

, 6 .. WIGKT0RIN

17

19

TR

56

73

• 23

29

40
17

59

28

1 0 5 ' 170
60
97

4

33.3

71.4

BIG EAST

0

0 .0

0.0

SHEILA HARRITY

29

'39.4

46.3

33

16

44.4

38.5

12
7

21

BIB EAST

16

LIZ LAHLOR
BIG EAST .

29
16

52.3
60.0

62.1
61.5

29
22

TINA C0VIELLD
BIG EAST

27

34.3* ‘ 47.8

11
8

35.0

44.4

2
0

9

A

ST

TO

56
33

71
33

94
57

BK

AVB.

40
19.8
' 21 . 20/6

12.4

11.9

2 .0 ;. . 54
1.8
39

41

57

1

8.8

22

32

1

8.3

.5.9
6.1

11
7

40
19;

6
3

7.2
7 .8

0

11
0

0

10

6

5

2 .8 ,

3

o.o’

0

1.1
1.4

50

17

39

23

33

8

19

2 ! 3.7
2 . 3 .6

38
25

67
47

2.3
2 .9 ‘

6

15

4

5

8
4

11

0

2 .2
3 .3 '

24

35
22

1.3
1.5

9

4

8

3

10
4

2
2

1.3
1.5

0

14

11
0

AVGi

1
|

5 ,3
0,0

■

Britt King, a senior from New
Carrollton, Maryland, has been
named as the Big East Co-Piayer
o f the Week. This marks the se
cond time this season that King has
received (his recognition. King
shares the honor with Villanova’s
Shelly Pennefather.
In two games last week, King
scored 52 points on 54 percent
shooting from the field (15 ©f 28)
and 92 percent from the charity
stripe'(32 o f 24). In addition , she
grabbed 28 rebounds including a
season high o f 16 versus Connec
ticut on Saturday.
The total for the two games lines
up like this, 52 points, 24 rebounds,
6 assists, 6 steals, and 5 blocked
shots. King is one o f the leading
factors behind this year’s success
which includes a 10 game winning
streak that began over one month
ago. King is now averaging 19.6
points per game—her highest ever
in her career as well as 10 rebounds
per game. In both categories she is
second in the league standings.

Swim Results
MEN
I, Pittsburgh, 769 points; 2,
Villanova, 662; 3, Syracuse, 357; 4,
St. John’s, 327; 5, UConn, 307; 6,
Boston College, 295; 7, PC, 180;
8, Georgetown, 168.
WOMEN
1, Pittsburgh, 1015; 2, Boston
College, 549; 3, Syracuse, 530; 4,
Villanova, 510; 5, St. Jo h n ’s, 297;
6 UConn, 273; 7, Georgetown,
192; 8, PC, 146; 9, Seton Hall, 101.
PC FINISHERS
Men
1650 freestyle Wayne Bowden, 1st,
16:09.59; 200 breakstroke Mike
E pright, 16th, 2:24.43; 200
backstroke Trent Theroux, 11th,
2:03.83; 200 butterfly John McNully, 3rd, 1:56.37
Women
100 freestyle Patty Ryan, 13th,
56.19; 200 breaststroke Teresa
Agnew, 16th, 2:40.33

Coach buses will be provided to
the Big East Basketball Tourna
ment in New York this Thursday.
Tickets are being sold for a fif
teen dollar package, which includes
round-trip transportation and a
game ticket. Students can purchase
the tickets at the BOP office. They
must show their student ID.
Tickets are limited and the ser
vice will be provided for as long as
PC is in the tournament.
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IN T R A M U R A L
RECAP
Supersports
On Saturday March 15 and on
Sunday March 16 the 1AB will host
Supersports at the Peterson Recrea
tion Center. This year’s turn out
for the Intramural Olympics pro
mises to be a good one and the 1AB
is anticipating a fun and successful
weekend. The competition will
begin on Saturday the 15th and all
o f the teams wili be scheduled ac
cording to their number and team
name. Competitions on Saturday
will include a basketball shooting
contest, a high and long jump con
test, a swimming relay, a running
relay, and an outrageous obstacle
course. The eight teams wjth the
best scores after everyone has com
peted'on Saturday will go to the
finals on Sunday. These 8 teams
will receive intramural finalists
Supersports T-shirts. The teams
that participate in the finals on
Sunday will compete in various
team competitions. The top four
teams will then receive great prizes.
In the past the IAB has always got
ten great feedback on Supersports
and everyone enjoys the events.
Each team may consist o f four
guys and. four girls. However, each
member of the team does not have
to com pete in every event.
Therefore, there will be certain
events such as the swimming that
the team can decide who will swim
the relay. During the competition
each team will be able to decide
who they want to participate in
each event. The first 20 teams that
have turned in their rosters to the
1AB will receive, mugs on Saturday
when they come to the field house.
The week o f March 10 each team
captain will receive a letter in their
mailbox telling them when their
team should come to the field
house. This information will also
be posted in jh e field house. Don’t
miss out on this;great event !j Sign
up at the IAB office.in.Peterson
before Friday. The office is open
from 12:00 to 5:00 each weekday
afternoon. See you the 15!
Women’s Basketball
The W omen’s 5 on 5 Basketball
season is in full swing. As of March
3 only tw o team s rem ain
undefeated, T autina and The Late
Bloomers. Tautina is a talented
team captained by Roberta Florena
and led on the court by Ann
Malzone, Sue Guilespie, and Sally
Smith. Look for this team to take
the championship at the end o f the
season.
The Late Bloomers are led by
Theresa Munroe with help from
Karen Ferreirs and Debbi Lorimer.
Unfortunately, the success of the
season is being marred by the
recurring forfeits o f certain teams.
Please attempt to make all games
you are scheduled for or call the In
tramural Office- 24 hours in ad
vance: We cannot cancel a game
without proper notice.
Finally, the IAB would like to
thank Collen Cosgrove, Kathy
Fugene, Jackie: Hennessy, Mary
Ann Doyle, Ellen Elcock, and
Cheryl Adams for all their hard
■work and time to put into referee
ing all the women’s basketball
games. W atch next week for
playoff details and other pertinent
information.
Aerobics
Every Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday aerobics are held in the
Peterson Recreation Center from 4

to 5. This program has gotten a
great turn out all year long. Karen
DeCobelleis does a fantastic job as
the' instructor. All are welcome to
come and participate.
Field Hockey
Women’s Intramural Field Hockey
will begin in the springtime after in
door soccer is over. Posters will be
up to announce when roster
signups will occur. Look for
details.
Softball
In the spring we will again, run
our softball league. There is a
men’s and a women’s division.
Details will follow as to when
signups will occur. Start thinking
about your teams now!
Superhoops
Again we Will be sending our 3
on 3 Intramural Basketball Cham
pions to Boston. University for the
Schick Superhoops Tournament.
In the past the PC teams have been
very successful. We wish these
teams luck in the tournament. Both
men’s and women’s 3 on 3 basket
ball champions should come to the
M att
IAB office for details, if they have,
not already been contacted.
Volleyball
Waterpolo
The Volleyball League is coming
Last week the H20 Queefs
to its seasonal end and approaching
defeated the Abdominal Cramps to
tournament play. The road to
increase their record to 5-0. As the
Alumni is approaching. There will
first half o f the game progressed
be a few more weeks o f regular
the Abdominal Cramps looked
play however before the playoffs
good with Mike Pitino in the goal.
Unfortunately, for the Abdominal
As o f Sunday March 7 the two
Cramps they did not fare as well in
teams who are both undefeated are
the second half o f the game as
Who and Chucky’s Kids. Starring
Laura Tessinarri fired the ball at
for the Who on the courts at Peter
every opportunity bringing the
son are Eliza Burch ill,-Jim Zimscore to a victorious 16-11. Jeff
merly, and Sherri Blair. While
Melius played solid in .the goal,
Chucky’s
Kids look to Paul
. while on defense John Powers was
impossible to get by . Chris Walker . Tegault, Jeanne Sordi and Tricia
. arid Jeff Nolan played strongly . SMall for those important sets and
: spikes.,Good luck to all the teams
also.
in the playoffs!
The playoffs for waterpolo will
rltegr1y
begin'(the week-of March 11 and all
teams, regardless of record, will be
Men’s ice Hockey
included. Please check the schedule
In A ice . hockey. John
for times and good luck to all
M ulhearn’s team p ut in an
teams.
overbearing performance on the
team o f Dave Reiss. The 8-2 out
Water Queefs....... ................... ,5-0
come proved that the senior team
Abdominal Cramps.................4 1
o f Mulhern has definitely stayed in
Horses Can’t Swim.................4 1
shape over their college career.
Whale Watch............................4-1
Noel Caterall, Bobby Fitzgerald,
Rich Sullivan’s learn.............3-2
and Jim Augur all tallied twice for
Pete Dallow’s Team............... 2-2
Multi’s team.
Rubber Duckies...................... 2 2
In B play Mark Mattew’s team
Schooners.................. ................2-2
suffered their first defeat of the
W ho’s Declan.......................... 1-4
season to another senior team
H ook, Line, Sinker.................0-4
headed by Kevin Shairioo. Once
D ue E ast a n d H an g R ites........0-4
again the senior? proved that en
Cheryl Smith’s Team ............ 0-4
durance increases with age as they
Women's Soccer
outlasted the sophomore team 3-2.
Last Thursday in Women’s Soc
cer action, the Quanks put up a
struggle while playing Liz Hanlon’s Men’s Street Hockey
team but lost by two goals with the
In street hockey the Mayo Men
final, score 3-1. In the next game
m anhandled the High Friars
Krissy Murray’s team defeated behind the outstanding perfor
Twisted Sister by only one goal, mance o f Bill M cFarland.
their final score was 2-1. Starring
McFarland added 3 goals in a 7-6
for the Sister’s was Sue Flynn, Sue victory over the High Friars in what '
Tower, and Mimi. Look for
proved to be very significant
Twisted Sister to be a definite fac
because the Mayo Men then played
tor in playoff action in the weeks
without a goalie.
to come.
I n ' other league games the
M en ’s
Soccer
Premature Shooters .showed that
Rocky Mountain Oysters lead the
they may have some problems in
league at 4-0 while DYLP trails at
other areas but definitely not in
3-1. At the other end o f the league
'street hockey. Craig Decesare (3
On the Edge has fallen off the
goals) and Brian Miller (2 goals) led
edge. E ighty Toes are struggling
the attack in a 6-5 victory over Torn
and are looking for a mideseason
Fabian’s team. Girls, it seems like
resurgence. The Shamrocks, Hap Brian and Craig have the best
pening Club, Apple Dumpling
potential fpr overcoming their
Gang, and Bill M cFarland’s Fesad
problems.
linger in mediocrity.

LAST CHANCE
to sign up for:

SUPERSPORTS
ON MARCH 15th and 16th
Deadline for Rosters: Friday, March 7th

i N m MURALS

Palazzi handling the ball against UConn.

Hoop Tourney to Begin
Ineptitude Snubbed
Well hoop fans, it’s tourney time
again, and electricity will be in the
air in the next few weeks as the
Road to Alum ni begins..
The tournament selection com
mittee o f the IAB announced the
bids Monday afternoon, and as in
past years, some notable 'teams
were left out.
Leading the way was Ineptitude,
snubbed by tourney officials after
ari overachieving ,2-7 . record.
Outraged , team, captain Kevin
Meany cjtqd strength, of.sohedule
and the team’s .strong finish as
reasons the team should have
qualified, while senior standout
Chris Morrissey called for a federal
investigation. As in past years, IAB
officials refused to comment on
tournament selection.
Among the favorites for the B
League crown are the Skiddogs,
who finished up 6-2', playing a
rugged non-conference schedule.
Junior all-League candidate Steve
Steinthal has promised that the
Dogs will be prepared, citing the
two-a-day practices he says ' ‘makes
Coach P itino’s practices look like
a tea party.” Mike Kirkwood of
the Dogs also promises a new hair
do for the upcoming playoff
action.

In the other B League news,
John Powers, the D-Bags’ emo
tional power forward, was banned
from the B League for life by com
missioner Sean Corridon. Corridon
said Powers’ 4 technical fouls in the
game versus arch-rival Ineptitude
was the last straw. “ Powers’
behavior is a disgrace.' He’s an em
barrassment to hi? teammates, his
parents, and the league.-” Powers
was rumored to be looking for a
tryout in Spain over February
breajt.'
The A League tournam ent
should provide unparalleled excite
ment in upcoming weeks. At the
top o f the draw are two upstart
sophomore teams, Domers and Ex
ploding Rodents, who may lack the
experience needed to garner the
coveted T-shirts.
N ot
lacking
experience,
however, is senior Joe Clerkin of
the IRA, named last week’s A
League player o f the week for his
8 point outburst in a win over Call
Out the Guards. Many felt it was
his most productive game since
pouring in 46 points against St.
Paul’s in a New Britain, CT CYO
game ten years ago.

SUPERSPORTS
PRIZES
* Door Prize (to be raffled by
team number)

TEAM PRIZES
*
*
*
*
*

Swatch watches
Champion heavyweight
Sweatshirts with Logo
Sunglasses (Vuarnet, Rayban)
Rugby Shirts

The top four teams will choose their prizes.
First place gets first choice and so on).

Friar Front Court
Pounds Pirates
by Scott Corrigan

' -

On M onday, February 24 Seton
Hall University came into the P ro
vidence Civic Center to take on the
Friars. The Pirates were hoping to
avenge a 67-66 loss to the Friars on
February 12 in the Meadowlands.
In that game Billy Donovan’s
jumper with 5 seconds remaining
secured the PC victory.
Led by A ndre McCloud and
John M orton Seton Hall held a
lead which grew to 8 points for
most o f the first half. With 7:43 re
maining in the half PC began to
work the ball into the point. Coach
Rick Pitino explained this offensive
change by saying “ You win when
you attack the inside o f a defense.
When you. attack the outside o f a
defense you pray.”
As the Friars punched the ball
down low to Dave Kipfer and Steve
Wright they went on an 18-2 spurt
which erased the Seton Hall lead
and gave them on an 8 point ad
vantage with 2:33 to go in the half.
Kipfer (20 pts. 6 rebounds) was
especially impressive as he jump
hooked his way to 12 first half,
points. “ Dave’s very difficult to
guard because he has every low
post move do^vn pat,” Pitino said
in praise o f his junior forward.
Displaying these moves Kipfer pro
ved the validity o f P itino’s state
ment to the Seton Hall defenders.
Relying on the scoring o f their

post players PC built a 12 point
lead early in the second half. But
the Pirates would not quit and led
by McCloud (22 pts. 8 rebs.) and
Martin,Salley (14 pts. 6 rebs.) cut
the Friar lead to 4 points with just
over eight minutes to go in the
game.
PC again turned to its frontcourt
to ward o ff the Seton Hall threat.
Alan Roth twice grabbed offensive
rebounds o f missed Friar free
throws to score easily and slashing
drives to the basket by Pop Lewis
buried Seton Hall.
As the clock wound down on the
Friars 97-82 victory the 6,217 fans
at the Civic Center began chanting
“ N .I.T, N .I.T .” The dream o f a
post-season berth in the National
Invitational Tournam ent may
become a reality for PC. Because
o f the strength o f their schedule
and their overall record the selec
tion committee 6 f the NIT will
have to strongly consider giving the
Friars a bid in the tournament.
After the game Coach Pitino was
not particularly pleased with the
defensive play o f his team. But he
added, “ Offensively everyone
played outstanding,” The Friars
balanced scoring attack was led by
Kipfer’s 20 points. Pop Lewis had
16 on 8 for 8 shooting from the
field. Steve Wright chipped in 11
and Roth, Don Brown and Matt
Palazzi added 10 each.

★ WOMEN’S BAKSETBALL
goal percentage... ‘BUT CAN
continued from page 20
WOMEN SCORE?’ Providence
has scored 100-polnts four times,
should be enough to merit con
eight times they have gone over
sideration, they must wait for con
90-points:..Britt
King was named
firmation. Head coach B ob Foley
to the Big East first team while
seems confident and will resume
Doris Sable and Mary Burke made
practice today.
the second team ...head coach Bob
Lady Friar Facts: While PC’s 15
Foley was named as the Con
game winning streak is oyer, they
feren ce’s C o ach-of-the-Y ear
are now in the books for having the
...Joanie Powers received the Big
second longest streak in Lady F riar'
Wdnrefe’s" -B asketball
history.. .PC’s tdp~twefftYTanklhg; ” E a st
Academic scholarship...No Big
marks the first time th at the Lady'
East team has evef won an NCAA
Friars, have appeared in the
tourney game, look fo r’PC to be
polls. ^Providence is.currently nathe first 1
tiortdlijTE^fced'ih'scbfing offense,
free throw percentage,, and field

No One expected much from this year’s P.C.
basketball team. But coach Pitino and the hard-,
est working group of guys this side of Bruce
Springsteen had us on the edge of our seats all
season long.
A few teams did outscore the Friars, but

Ice W om en Trounce
RIT in E C A C ’s

The Providence College Lady
Friars Ice Hockey Team defeated
Rochester Institute o f Technology
(RIT), 6-0, in a quarter final ECAC
contest this past Sunday. The at
tack was led by Lisa Brown and
Marlene-Ricci, both scoring 2 goals
to help PC advance to the semi
finals this weekend in Durham,
NH. The Icewomen will face Nor
theastern on Friday night at 5:30
p.m., wjth the winner advancing to
championship Saturday night at 7
p.m.
Commenting on the team’s most
recent play, assistant coach Jackie
Gladu stated, “ It appears we’re
beginning to peak just at the right
time, and everybody’s excited
about getting another shot at Nor
theastern.” The Huskies have
handled PC without much o f a
problem, winning 2 o f 3 contests
and tying a third game during the
regular season. “ This is ^different
team, Northeastern will be facing.
We’re very positive we can be suc
cessful against them, and they’re
(NU) the only team we haven’t
beaten this year. We’ll be ready,
“ Says coach Gladu. Early last week
the Lady Friars upended number
one seed UNH, 2-1, at Schneider
Arena, as Annie Boule’s powerplay
goal in the third period was the dif
ference. “ We played with intensi
ty, and we just flat out beat them
to the puck,” says coach Marchetti. “ That was a big win for our con
fidence, and I think it carried over
to the RIT game, as we passed the
puck exceptionally well.’ Our prac
tices have been spirited and
eyeryone is looking forward to Fri
day night. This team can take
everything, especially with the
momentum we have going for us.”
If the Lady Friars get by NU, it
will be the 7th year in a row the
Icewomen have made it to the title
game. “ We’ve been there before,
and we can get there again.
Everybody w jnts to repeat as
champions,” stated co-captain
Yvonne Percy. “ W e.maynot be-as-. talented as past team, but somehow

we find a way to be successful,
which says, something about this
entire problem. We’re going to go
out and give it our best shot, and
that’s all anyone can ask, we’re a
good team continually trying to im
prove, and the time had come to
perform as well as we can,” con
tinued Percy.
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The Lady. Friars finished the
regular season in style with victories ■
over Princeton and U NH, and are
off on a good start in their quest
for a third ECAC title'. “ We made
RlT’s bus ride home a bit longer
Sunday afternoon, but it won’t
even begin to compare with Nor
theastern’s if we send them pack
ing. It’ll be the longest \ / i hour
ride they’ve ever experienced,” says
defense women Michelle Ricci.
“ And that’s exactly what we plan
on doing. We can do it, I know we

★ MEN’S HOOPS
Continued from page. 20
ticut quickly upped its jead to 13
taken a 38-36 lead.
points as Cliff Robinson added six
Six Billy Donovan points and ex
o f his nine points.
cellent play by Steve Wright and
By halftime, Matt Palazzi scored
Pop Lewis gave PC the lead.
six points and Pop Lewis added
At the 10:42 mark, Lewis scored
four points, narrowing the lead to
to make the lead 40-39 and the
seven, points.
Friars never lost the lead. With the
The ' 30-23 h alftim e score
rebounding o f Wright who had 10
reflected Providence’s 31 percent
boards and Donovan’s 17 points,
field goal shooting o f tlje first half.
Providence was able to control the
Twenty-three points for one o f the
flow o f the rest o f the game.
conference’s highest scoring teams
The 69-64 final gave Providence
was indeed a disappointment. The
a
15-12 overall record and a 7-9 Big
Friars went into the lockerroom
East record. LJConn was unable to
with what looked to be a bad case
avenge their earlier season loss to
o f nerves.
PC and it appears that the win will
As has been the case most o f this
give the Friars an NIT bid.
season, Providence came out ready
Thursday night,’ the Friars will
to play in the second half.
play Villanova at 9 p.m . in
Although UConn upped.the lead to
Madison Square Garden for their
11 points at the start o f the half,
first gam e in the Big East
by the 13:37 mark, the Friars had
Tournament. -

Swimming Wrap-Up 1986
The Providence College Men’s
and Women’s Swimming Teams
finished their second season of
competition with school record
breaking Swims at the recent Big
East Swimming & Diving Cham
pionships at the University of
Pittsburgh.
Top scorers for the Lady Friars
included Meg Wallace ’87, with an
8th place in the 200 Butterfly
(2:14.93).and.Patty Ryan ’8.9, with
who placed 14th i6 the 50 Free
(25.71) and 13th in the 100
Freestyle (56.19).
’ Highlights for the men included
Paul Soligon ’89, placing 8th in the

none oUthustled them. And that kamikaze style
of play filled the air with electricity and our
hearts with pride.
Thanks Alan, Harold, Dick, Don, Billy,
Steve, Jacek, Darryl, M att, Pop, Dave, and
Bryan for a great year of exciting basketball. ■

100 Butterfly (53.73), and John
McNulty ’89, with a third in the
200 Butterfly (1:56.37). Wayne
Bowden ’89, led the Friars with a
5th in the 500 Freestyle (4:40.93),
a 2nd in the 400 Individual Medley,
and a win in the 1650 Freestyle
(16:09.59), becoming the Friar’s
first Big East C ham pion in
Swimming.
The Lady Friars finished with
141 points, 40 points better than
last years finish, for 8th place in the
conference. The Men bettered last
year’s 66 point total scoring 180
points, finishing 7th place overall.

While you didn’t play above the rim, you did play
above expectations. And we got a charge out of
watching you.

Friar Front Court Club

85- 86HOAR
BASKETBAUSEASON,EVERYSEAT
WASANELECTRICCHAIR.
DURING I K
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Villanova Defeats Lady
Friars for Big East Title
by Gregory Corcoran

Warm Reynolds driving to the hoop fo r the Lady Friars.

Close; Oh so close. Providence
College came so very close to ad
ding the Big East title to their
regular season Champion- ship, but
they forgot to' tell that to the
Villanova Wildcats as the hotshooting Cats beat the Lady Friars,
71-60.
In their first game, Providence
dispatched G eorgetow n w ith
ridiculous ease while setting Tour- •
nament records for most points
(88), rebounds (53), largest margin
o f victory (35), largest rebound
margin (20), and steals (16).
The Lady Friars gave the Hoyas
a proverbial clinic in the sport with
runs o f 15-0 and 26-4 while holding
the Hoyas to only 53-points, their
best defensive effort of the season.
Providence' was led by Diann
Reynolds who set up house in the
left corner scoring a career-high
■20-pointf on 9-12 shooting.
That win set up a meeting with
Boston College, Providence prov
ed that it deserved its top seed by
re-writing their previous work and
scoring a tournam ent record
95-points..
PC followed the lead o f Britt
King, 24-points, 16-rebounds, as
five players reached double figures
and every player scored.

With two tournament wins and
a 15-game winning streak, the Lady
Friars looked ready to run away
w ith'the championship and the
automatic NCAA bid. However,
that Villanova penchant for perfect
games carried into the final game.
Villanova broke out o f the gate
first and outhustled the Lady Friars
to a 20-12 lead with the Big East’s
Player o f the Year, Shelley Pennefather (yeah, yeah, Dick’s sister)
scoring the first 10-points, 14 o f the
first 20.
Providence didn’t really start
playing until the 15-minute mark,
when they outscored Nova 12-2
and pulled to within 3, 30-27. On
ly a makeup charge call on Sable
with 4-seconds left prevented the
Lady Friars from pulling even as
she tossed up a 30-footprayer that
touched nothing but net with no
time left.
PC came o u t o f the locker room
and continued to run the ball effec
tively over some very tame-looking
Wildcats. By the twelve minute
mark, the Lady Friars owned a
47-40 lead and a consider- able
momentum advantage given that
Nova’s head coach, H arry Perretta was forced to call two timeouts
in thirty seconds.
However, the way the game
turned o u t, one would have

thought the Cats had PC right
where they wanted them. Pennefather and Co. proceeded to
outscore the Lady Friars, 31-13 the
rest o f the way. Nova used a com
bination o f great outside shooting
(17-32, 53.1) and heart-breaking
solo lay-ups to demoralize Pro
vidence and its outnumbered fans.
For the game, Villanova shot
48.5 percent including a stellar
13-19 performance by Pennefather,
for a game high 28-points. In ad
dition, four players in scored dou
ble digits in the usually low-scoring
Villanova offense as opposed to
only one player for Providence.
(King, 24-points).
In th e postgam e aw ard
ceremony, Lady Friar co-captains,
Britt King and Joanie Powers, ac
cepted the Runner-up Trophy and
both King and Doris Sable were .,
named to the All-Tournament
Team. T o nobody’s surprise, Pen
nefather copped the MVP Trophy.
With the loss, the Lady Friars
can no longer control their own
destiny. Tournament Bids will be
announced on Sunday, March 9.
While their record, their top twen
ty status (last week’s coaches poll),
and an impressive road win over a
top twenty team earlier in the year
Continued on p. 19

Skating fria r s B eat Brown
Capture 1986 M ayor’s Cup
gaib some momentum. They kill
ed a five minute penalty to Luke
Vitale and kept the play in the
Bruin zone for most o f the period.
The Providence College men’s
PC carried the momentum into
hockey team are the proud owners
the third period. After killing off
o f the Mayor’s Gup! The what?,
another penalty the Friars were
you may say..The Mayor’s C up is
ready to make thier move.
Providence’s answer to the BeanAt the 8:16 mark Terry Sullivan •
pot. The Friars earned the cup
tied the game when he picked up
with a 5-3 victory over Brown last
a loose puck and moved in bn
Saturday.
Bayard. His shot beat Bayard over
The Mayor’s Cup will become an
the shoulder. Just a little more than
annual event between PC and .
a. minute later the Friars would take
Brown. It is a step taken by the
the lead. John Devoe started the
athletic d epartm ents a t both
play with a slapshot from the point.
schools to increase interest in the
Bayard managed to get to the puck
game between thp.. cross-town
and knocked it behind the net.
rivals. The Friars and the Bruins
Steve Biaiichi grabbed the puck
have met 66 times dating back to
behind the net and back handed it
1927 with Brown University winn
to Luke Vitale who was alone in
ing 35 and Providence College 31.
front. Vitale just put his stick down
Brown came out looking as if
and tucked it under Bayard.
they were going to.ride home with
To the Bruins’ advantage the
the inaugural cup. The Bruin’s
play got rough towards the end and
Gordie Ernst and Mark Rechan
with tw o minutes remaining the
each beat Friar goalie Chris Terreri
Bruins had a 4 on 3 opportunity.
in the first three minutes for a
They opted to pull their goalie and
quick 2-0 lead.
.skate 5 on 3 with an open net.
PC got one back when they went
What resulted was two o f the most
on the power play. AndyCalcione
exciting m inutes o f hockey
fed Shawn Whitham skating in
Schneider Arena has been seen this,
from the point and Whitham flick
season. Brown did a good job
ed one past Bruin goalie Michel
pressing the Fraiars. PC took a few
Bayard at the 8:22 mark o f the
shots at the open net. After a cou
period.
ple o f shots rolled wide of the open
Brown, then caught the Friars
net Perry Florio iced it when he
sleeping minutes later when they
pushed the puck in with three
broke out o f the PC zone four on
seconds left.
one. Steve Climo finished off the
For the Friars it was a satisfying
break when his shot just got past
win. The team finally broke out of
the pad o f an outstratched Terreri.
its moilth long slump with a 4-2 win
Two and a half minutes later PC
over New Hampshire on Febuary
again cut the deficit to one. Once
16. They then lost a tough 2-0 deci
again it was Whitham providing
sion to BU. Next was a 4-3 come
the goal. W ith the teams skating
from behind victory over Lowell.
four on -four Jim Robbins fed
After that tough nine game losing
Whitham around 15 feet out.
streak the Friars won their last
Whitham then flicked a low shot
four. They hopefully gained some
into the far corner o f the net.
momentum going into the playoffs.
The Friars could not pull even in
This is one team that knows what
the second period yet managed to

by Pal Nero

momentum in the playoffs can
bring.
Friar Facts:PlayoffS begin Sun
day and Monday nights with the
Friars facing the Maine Blackbears
in the Hockey East Quarter
finals...The series is a two game
total goaf series...Saturday’s game
was the final regular season home
game for nine seniors: Captain
Steve Bianchi, Assistant Captians
Chris Terreri, Artie Yeomelakis
and Tim Sullivan, John Devoe,
Rene Boudreault, Jim Robbins,.
Mike Brill and Mike Koenig. These
nine guy's have contributed so
much to PC community both on
and o ff the ice^ They have supplied
the school with a team to rally
behind in the past and the thrills
that they gave last year may never
be surpassed in the future o f Pro
vidence College... .Unfortunately
for these nine and the rest o f the
team their support has taken an incredilbe drop. The once highly sup
portive Friar Fanatics have just
about diappeared. To their credit
their has been a handful of students
who contunue to support the team.
A team that has brought this school
so much pride in the past deserves
much more support than they have
been getting...The final regular
season
record
stan d s
at
12-22-1... 11-22-1 in conference
p la y ...7-11
versus
Hockey
E ast...4-11-1 vs W CHA...They
were 7-9-1 at home and 5-12 on the
road..Gord Cruickshank was the
Friars leading scorer with 44
points...Terreri continues to shine
jn the nets despite his record, his
.901 save percentage leads Hockey
East...Both Biancjii and Robbins
played their 100th career game over
vacation...Devoe, who has made
the transition from wing to defense
look easy, scored his first goal of
the year in the first period at
Lowell.

BIHy Donovan shooting free throw during Friar 69-66 victory.

“Pepped Up Men’s Hoops
Defeat UConn, 69-66
by Sean P. Sweeney
This game had all o f the ingre
dients o f a big game. It was the last
regular season home game for the
Providence seniors, the Huskies
were in town to avenge a recent loss
to PC, the game had a television
contract riding on it, the contest
would decide who Providence
would play in this week’s Big East
Tournament, and most of all, a win
would almost'definitely insure an
NIT bid.
The Friars went into this game
riding an emotion boost, following
a pre-game pep rally held in ’64
Hall. Unfortunately, it looked like

the Friars’.still had their minds on
the rally as they entered the first
half.
The Huskies jumped out to a
quick 10-4 lead as they made it
quite apparent that they were go
ing to go inside on PC. Four o f
their first five baskets came from
their front court. Tim Coles, a for
ward, scored six o f the 10 and
showed the Friars that he cam eto
play. Coles shot eight for 13 from
the field as he scored 17 points.
Dave Kipfer added five points in
the next two minutes to cut the
Huskie lead to 14-11 but Connec-
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